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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to determine the degree to which the interpretation 

and use of test scores from a school district's mathematics test may be meaningful and 

valid for making instructional decisions, for measuring growth, and for making 

accountability decisions. The data used for the study came from six levels of a 

standardized mathematics test that grouped items into six specific categories to match the 

district's curriculimi. The district's mathematics curriculimi referred to the six item 

categories as "strands." The six strands were Nxmiber Sense, Data Analysis, Algebra, 

Geometry, Measurement, and Structure/Logic. The test items were grouped in each test 

booklet by item categories (strands) and thus formed six strand subtests. 

Factor analysis was used to examine the structure of each of the six test levels. 

Findings from the factor analysis indicated that there was more than one dimension 

(underlying construct) at each test level. Factor loadings were found to group by strand 

and not by item difficulty. 

Analysis of variance and correlation procedures were used to gather evidence that 

was confirmatory in nature to help verify the findings from the factor analysis. An 

analysis of variance found a significant difference between some of the strands in pair-

wise comparisons, which supported the findings from the factor analysis indicating that 

more than one construct (dimension) was being measured. Strand intercorrelation 

coefficients that were corrected for attenuation showed strong relationships among 

strands, which supported test unidimensionality. It was concluded that there was 

evidence to support an overall dimension called mathematics, but that there was also 

evidence to support other dimensions which reflected the six mathematics strands. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Statement of the Problem 

Many state departments of education are upgrading educational and proficiency 

standards and are placing increased emphasis on the use of test results for measuring 

student progress and for making accoimtability decisions. Pressure is being put on 

teachers and school administrators to implement new academic and achievement 

standards, and to use test scores as evidence for showing student growth. 

Decision making at the classroom, school, and district level can be difficult and 

problematic when the meaning of the test scores is not clear. Teachers and administrators 

tend to challenge the validity of test score interpretation and use when they do not see a 

cormection between the test scores and the curriculum that is taught. This study 

addresses these issues through an examination of a district's mathematics test that was 

constructed to match the format and objectives in the district's mathematics curriculum. 

The Dilenmia of School Districts 

Construct Validity 

Messick (1989b), stated that validity is a judgment of the degree to which 

empirical evidence and theoretical rationales support the adequacy and appropriateness of 

interpretations and actions based on test scores. Messick (1981) stated that two questions 

need to be addressed whenever a test is being proposed: (1) Is the test any good as a 

measure of the characteristic it is interpreted to assess? (2) Should the test be used for the 
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purposed purpose in the proposed way (p. 9)? Both of these queries relate to the degree 

to which it is valid to use scores from the mathematics test being studied to measure 

student growth, to make instructional decisions, and to make accountability decisions. 

In his 1995 article in the American PsvcholoeisL Messick cited Cronbach (1971) 

in explaining that what needs to be valid is the meaning or interpretation of the score as 

well as any implications for action that this meaning entails. In this same article, Messick 

stated that "In principle as well as in practice, construct validity is based on an integration 

of evidence that bears on the interpretation or meaning of the test scores—^including 

content- and criterion-related evidence—^which are thus subsumed as part of construct 

validity" (p. 742). 

A challenge for the school district is to provide convincing construct validity 

evidence that the district's tests match the content and intent of the district curriculum 

and provide meaningful and useful scores for making instructional decisions. The district 

also has the task of providing evidence that the district's test scores can be interpreted in 

terms of state curricula. This paper focuses on test structure as one aspect of construct 

validity that can provide support for the interpretation and use of the test scores. 

Compensatory Versiis Conjunctive Scoring 

Colorado and Arizona base their state mathematics curriculums on the NCTM 

standards and guidelines and have developed standards for six strands (specific content 

areas) of mathematics: Number Sense, Data Analysis, Algebra, Geometry, Measurement, 
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and Structure/Logic. The design of the mathematics test used in this study follows this 

strand format 

Currently, Arizona is developing a mathematics assessment that treats each of the 

six mathematics curriculum strands as separate constructs to be tested. The test is called 

the Arizona Instrument for Measuring Standards (AIMS). The original position of the 

Arizona State Board of Education was that students must attain the proficiency cut score 

on each of the six mathematics subtests representing the strands in order to receive a 

passing score. This is referred to as a conjunctive scoring model. Aiter much debate and 

input fi-om parents and educators, the Board decided that, at the high school level, a 

compensatory model, in which a high score in one strand compensates for a low score in 

another strand, was more appropriate. It has not been decided what scoring model will be 

used at the elementary and junior high levels. 

Districts in Arizona have been told that by the year 2000 they are to have in place 

curricula and assessments that match the state standards. The annual achievement report 

required of districts by the state includes a mathematics component that has one section 

for each of the six strands in the state mathematics curriculum. Districts are to report the 

number of students making satisfactory progress in each of the six strands. Districts will 

be interested in the use and meaning of strand scores versus overall scores for making 

instructional decisions. Districts will be interested in how the scores will be used by the 

state to hold schools accountable for student progress. 
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Accountability 

School districts are charged with the tasks of developing curricula that align with 

state standards and developing assessments that measure the curricula and provide 

meaningful results for the student, teacher, parent, administrative leaders, and the school 

board. Typically, the test results are used for accountability. Some would hold the 

teacher accountable because the teacher taught the curricidum, while others would hold 

the students accountable because the student is supposed to leam the curriculum. Others 

would hold the administrators accountable because they monitor instruction. Still others 

would hold the school board accountable because the board formulates policies and 

allocates resources. 

District leaders and policy makers, like federal policy makers, are in the awkward 

position of trying to satisfy the growing demand for accountability while at the same time 

trying to satisfy the demand for higher quality data that would help answer these simple 

questions: "Do the schools work? Are students learning?" (U.S. Congress, Office of 

Technology Assessment, 1992, p. 8). 

Accountability is not a simple concept. Because of the changing nature of 

education, it is often difficult to define accountability. It is even more difficult to 

determine who is accountable for what Haladyna (1996) stated that accountability is the 

buzzword of legislators, school board members, and the press and that accountability has 

been defined as the "loose exchange of information to influence policy decisions and 

allocate resources" (p. 30). Haladyna suggested that legislators and school board 
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members should be held accountable for children's progress or lack of progress because 

they make the laws, formulate the policies, and allocate the resources (p. 30). 

Teachers are often in a quandary as to what they are to teach and how they will be 

held accountable for student learning. They raise questions regarding the validity of 

using scores from district and state tests for malcing accountability decisions. Because 

test results that are used for making accountability decisions must provide evidence of 

student proficiency in terms of the district's curriculum, student progress in terms of state 

and district standards, and student growth over time, it is important to know what a 

particular test is measuring. In terms of the six strand multi-level mathematics test used 

in this study, it is important to have evidence of construct validity regarding the use of the 

total score from a particular test level as well as the strand (subtest) scores within that 

level. 

The Research Question 

The research question asked in this study was: What construct evidence is there to 

support the use of strand (subtest) scores versus total scores from a multiple-level 

mathematics test for making instructional and accountability decisions? The questions 

raised by Messick (1981) that were considered in the previous section are important to 

the research question asked in this study because they are questions about validity. The 

first question expressed concern that the test be a good measure of the characteristic it is 

assessing, and the second question was concemed with the test being used for its 

proposed purpose and in the proposed way. These questions relate directly to the use of 
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scores obtained from the mathematics test investigated in this study for making 

instructional decisions and for making accountability decisions. 

The aspects of construct validity that were the focus of this study were the 

structure of the item responses and the dimensionality of the test. Because the test 

contained items from six specific mathematics strands, the question investigated was 

whether only one factor, or as many as six factors, would emerge. 

Information about the structure and characteristics of a test relates to what is of 

interest to parents, teachers, administrators, and school boards. Parents and teachers are 

interested in the progress of an individual student from year to year. Teachers and 

administrators are interested in classroom aggregate scores, and school boards are 

interested in school aggregate scores. 

Information on differences among strands within test levels is important for 

making instructional decisions when using a curriculum-driven assessment that is 

constructed with item strands that match the strands in the district's mathematics 

curriculum. If an average score across strands is used to evaluate student performance, 

similar strand representation, difBcuIty, and importance may guide the teacher toward an 

instructional approach in which similar time and emphasis is put on the instruction of 

each strand. If passing requires success on each strand rather than an average score across 

all strands, differentiated strand representation, difSculty, and importance may guide the 

teacher toward an approach in which instructional planning focuses on making sure the 

student is able to perform well on each strand. 
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Other teacher and administrator decisions could be influenced by an 

understanding of the test structure. A teacher who puts greater emphasis on the particular 

mathematics strand that the teacher is interested in or prefers may modify that behavior 

when the test structure is made clear. When providing professional development in-

service, a particular school may consider the efficacy of stressing a holistic integrated-

strands approach, or putting heavy emphasis on individual strands, perhaps even 

grouping students by strand. The school board may use strand versus total score 

information to decide whether to report student progress by total score or by strand scores 

or by both total score and strand scores. 

The research question in this study also relates to the use of the mathematics 

scores at the classroom, school, and district level for accountability decisions. The issue 

of accountability can involve high stakes, such as deciding whether to retain a teacher or 

administrator, whether to keep a program, and whether to restructure a particular school. 

Deciding what score to use for accountability purposes requires clear evidence of the 

structure of the mathematics test in terms of dimensionality (underlying constructs). 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 

Curriculum-Based Assessment 

The mathematics test used in this study was designed to be a curriculum-based 

assessment. According to Nitko (1995), a district level curriculum-based assessment 

system must adhere to three principles: (a) the locally operational ctirriculum should 

drive the assessment development process; (b) the steps in the assessment development 

process must strengthen the alignment between the curriculimi and assessments; and 

(c) the assessments should be a seamless reflection of the curriculum and instructional 

methods. 

Nitko (1989) stressed that assessments should be developed locally for both 

classroom and accoimtability purposes. The design of tests should be consistent with 

educators' intentions and the goals of the educational systems within which the tests are 

used. Those intentions and goals are expressed in the curriculum that is to be taught and 

learned. Effective and systematic integration of assessment within the design and 

delivery of curriculum is necessary in order for learning to occur (Gagne, 1997; Nitko, 

1989). 

When assessment is aligned to curriculum goals and appropriately integrated with 

instructional design and delivery, desirable results can occur. Information can be 

obtained about how well students are progressing on the material taught. Specific 

diagnoses can be made on individual student strengths and weaknesses. Instruction can 

be continuously evaluated and revised. Usefiil feedback can be given to students, thereby 
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actively involving them in the learning process. More valid decisions can be made on 

student achievement (Nitko, 1989). 

IRT, and the Choice of the Rasch Model for Scaling 

Item Response Theorv dRTl 

A one-parameter Item Response Theory (IRT) model was used to develop a 

common scale across all test levels for the multi-level test investigated in this study. IRT 

is based on the concept that there is a relationship between an examinee's total 

performance on a set of test items and the difBculty of each item in that set. IRT is 

preferred over the classical theory test-model by many because of a number of 

shortcomings with the classical model. One shortcoming is that the classical item 

difficulty (i.e., proportion of examinees passing the item) and item discrimination (item-

total test biserial or point biserial) are group dependent. Another shortcoming is that the 

observed and true scores in the nimiber-correct (or proportion correct) metric are test 

dependent. Observed and true test scores rise and fall with changes in test difficulty 

(Bock, 1997; Hambleton, 1989). 

Hambleton (1989) stated that it is "obviously desirable to have item statistics that 

are not group dependent, scores describing examinee proficiency that are not dependent 

on test difficulty, and test models that provide a basis for matching test items to ability 

levels" (p. 148). These conditions can be met in a given data set when the assxraiptions of 

IRT can be met. The result is that "examinee ability estimates are defined in relation to 

the pool of items from which the test items are drawn but do not depend upon the 



particular sample of items selected for the test" (p. 148). Thus, examinees can be 

compared even though they do not take identical sets of test questions, and the item 

statistics will not depend upon the particular sample of examinees used to estimate them. 

Suen (1990) explained that the basic idea of IRT is that, if the relationship 

between 0 (the ability of an examinee on the trait being measured) and PjG (the 

probability that an examinee will respond correctly to the /th item of a test) is known for 

each item in a test, then the item characteristics of each item, the ability of each 

examinee, and the measurement error associated with each score can be derived 

mathematically. 

There are three IRT models that are most common: the two-parameter model, the 

three-parameter model, and the one-parameter or Rasch model. Hambleton (1989) 

discussed each model. In the two parameter model, the probability P,6 that a randomly 

selected examinee with ability 0 will answer item i correctly is a function of the 

parameters characterizing the item. These parameters are the item difficulty, bi, which 

represents the point on the ability scale at which an examinee has a 50% probability (in 

the two-parameter model, but (l+c)/2 in the three-parameter model) of answering the 

item correctly, and the item discrimination, a„ which is proportional to the slope of P/0 at 

the point 0 = bi. 

The three-parameter model adds an additional parameter, c„ to the two-parameter 

model. The c, parameter is the lower asymptote of the ICC and represents the probability 

that examinees with low ability will correctly answer the item. This parameter is added 

to account for guessing on multiple-choice tests by low ability examinees, but Hambleton 
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calls this "pseudo chance" because it is not a direct estimation and is more complex than 

random guessing. 

The Rasch (One-Parameter") Model 

The one-parameter model is a special case of the three-parameter model and that 

is based on the assimiption that all test items are equally discriminating and that there is 

no guessing among low ability examinees. The one-parameter model was developed by 

Georg Rasch, a Danish mathematician, in the 1960s, and was highly publicized by 

Benjamin Wright, starting with Wright's presentation, "Sample-free Test Calibration and 

Person Measurement," delivered at the 1967 ETS Invitational Conference on Testing 

Problems (Hambleton, 1989; Wright, 1968). 

The Rasch model was developed independently of the other item response models 

and was based on the odds of an examinee successfully answering a particular test item. 

The odds of success were specified as the product of an examinee's ability and the 

easiness of the item. "In the context of an examinee confronting a test item, the odds for 

success take the form of a ratio of Pi(9(,) to 1 - Pi(daf, where Pi(0J is the probability of 

Examinee a's answering the rth item correctly" (Hambleton, 1989, p. 157). 

Although there is evidence that in practice, the asstmiptions of equal item 

discrimination and no correct guessing among low ability examinees "are not likely to be 

met by multiple-choice data," the model "is reasonably robust in the presence of 

moderate violations of model assumptions" (Hambleton, p. 157). Proponents of the 

Rasch model take the position that if the model fails to fit examinee responses to a set of 
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test items, the misfitting items should be discarded, and misfitting persons should be 

identified (Wright & Stone, 1979). 

The Rasch Model is attractive to users because it involves fewer parameters and is 

thus easier to work with. There are fewer parameter estimation problems and person 

eibility parameters can be estimated independently of the items chosen firom those items 

that fit the model. Also, item parameters can be estimated independently from the 

distribution of the abilities in the sample of examinees drawn from the population for 

whom the model fits. 

Wright commented on this issue in 1979, stating that, "Rasch (1968), Andersen 

(1973, 1977), and Bamdor£f-Nielsen (1978) each proved decisively that only item 

difficulty can actually be estimated consistently and sufficiently from the right/wrong 

item response data available for item analysis. These proofs make it clear that the 

dichotomous response data available for item analysis can only support the estimation of 

item difficulty and that attempts to estimate any other individual item parameters are 

necessarily doomed" (Wright & Stone, p. ix). 

Scaling 

Hambleton (1989) stated that ability estimation independent of the particular 

choice (and number) of items is one of the major advantages of item response models. 

Because of this feature, item response models provide a way of comparing examinees, 

even though they take different sets of test items from a calibrated bank of items that 

measure the ability or trait of interest. After defining item difficulty independent of 
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sample, and individual ability independent of which items the individual solved, a scale 

can be developed that places scores fix>m ail test levels or forms on the same continuous 

scale. This provides the property of continued usefulness. The need for scales that have 

continued usefulness was described by Angoff in 1960; 

Most of the test scales now in use derive their systems of imits from data taken 

from actual test administrations, and thus are dependent on the performance of the 

groups tested. When so constructed, the scale has meaning only so long as the 

group is well defined and has meaning, and bears a resemblance in some fashion 

to the groups or individuals who later take the test for the particular purposes of 

selection, guidance, or group evaluation. However, if it is found that the sampling 

for the development of a test scale has not been adequate, or that the group on 

which the test has been scaled has outlived its usefulness, possibly because of 

changes in educational emphases, then the scale itself comes into question. This 

is a serious matter. A test which is to have continued usefulness must have a 

scale which does not change with the times, which will permit acquaintance and 

familiarity with the system of units, and which will permit an accumulation of 

data for historical comparisons, (p. 815) 

Rasch model calibrations are particularly useful for linking items in multi-level 

tests so that all levels can be represented on one continuous or common scale. This 

process is referred to as IRT vertical scaling and assumes that a continuum of increasing 

attainment can be found that provides the best fit of response functions for common items 

linking successive grade-level forms (Bock, 1997). 
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Test developers often use the items calibrated by the Rasch model to develop an 

item bank. Items from the bank can then be used to develop tests at adjacent levels with 

common (linking) items that make vertical scaling possible. The Portland School District 

in Portland, Oregon, and the Northwest Evaluation Association have used the Rasch 

model for several years to calibrate items and develop scales (Ingebo, 1997; NWEA, 

1997). The Stanford Achievement Test 9 developers (Psychological 

Corporation/Harcourt Brace, 1997) also used an IRT model to develop scale scores. 

Construct Validity and Test Structure 

Messick (1995) stated that, "In principle as well as in practice, construct validity 

is based on an integration of any evidence that bears on the interpretation or meaning of 

the test scores" (p. 742). Messick maintained that it is "the relation between the evidence 

and the inferences drawn that should determine the validation focus" when considering 

construct validity (1989b, p. 16). Messick (1995) cites an article by Kane (1992) in 

which Kane addressed content, substance, generalizability, and consequences as aspects 

of construct validity, but did not explicitly address structural aspects. 

In his argument-based approach to validity, Kane used an example of students 

taking mathematics tests for placement. Messick (1995) pointed out that Kane did not 

address the issue of the compensatory property of the cimiulative total score (which 

permits good performance on one subtest of mathematics skills to compensate for lower 

performance on another subtest of mathematics skills) as contrasted with a conjunctive 

model (in which a cut score would be applied to each subtest). 
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Messick considered the question to be whether the conjunctive model might yield 

information that is useful for making instructional decisions, for measuring growth, and 

for making accountability decisions. These are issues that are germane to this study. 

Messick suggested that, "by focusing on the argimient or rationale used to support 

the assumption and inferences invoked in the score-based interpretations and actions of a 

particular test use, one can prioritize the forms of validity evidence needed according to 

the points in the argument requiring justification or support" (p. 747). The argument of 

this study is that a curriculum-based multi-level test in which six specific strands are used 

as subtests requires an analysis of the structure of the item responses and the 

dimensionality of the test to help interpret the test scores and evaluate the usability of the 

scores for decision making. 

A Description of Factor Analysis as a Means to Study the Structure 

of the Item Responses and the Dimensionality of the Test 

In this study, the structure of the item responses and the dimensionality of the test 

were investigated with the use of factor analysis techniques. Nimnally (1978) stated that 

the term factor analysis refers to a broad category of approaches used to conceptualize 

groupings or clusterings of variables and to a broad collection of mathematical 

procedures for determining which variables belong to which group. This clustering of 

variables constitutes a very important aspect of construct validation. Conceptually, the 

problem in factor analysis is to explicate to what extent hypothesized measures of a 

construct measure the same thing or break up into clusters of variables that measure 

different things (Nunnally, 1978). 
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Principal Components Analysis and Principal Factor Analysis 

The two main approaches to factor analysis are principal components analysis 

(PCA) and principal factor analysis (PEA). Both approaches apply statistical techniques 

to a single set of variables to discover which variables in the set form coherent subsets 

that are relatively independent of one another. PCA produces "components" while PFA 

produces "factors", but it is common to refer to the results of both analyses as factors. 

The difference between PCA and PFA is in the variance that is analyzed. In PCA, 

all the variance in the observed variables is analyzed. In PFA, only the shared variance is 

analyzed, and attempts are made to estimate and eliminate variance due to error and 

variance that is unique to each variable. The goal of PCA is to extract maximum variance 

from a data set with a few orthogonal (uncorrelated) components. The goal of PFA is to 

reproduce the correlation matrix with a few non-orthogonal (correlated) factors 

(Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). 

In both PCA and PFA, variables that are correlated with one another but are 

largely independent of other subsets of variables are combined into factors. The factors 

reflect the underlying processes that have created the correlations among the variables. 

The goals are to summarize patterns of correlations among observed variables and to 

reduce a large number of observed variables to a smaller number of factors. 

Mathematically, PCA and PFA produce several linear combinations of observed 

variables, and each linear combination forms a factor (ClifiT, 1987; Tabachnick & Fidell, 

1996). A factor is more easily interpreted when several observed variables correlate 
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highly with it and those same variables do not correlate with other factors (Tabachnick & 

Fidell). 

Nnnnally (1978) pointed out that the principles concerned with factor analysis are 

common to all forms of factor analysis, and that common hypothetical factors (PFA) 

represent only modifications of the basic ideas and mathematical models for component 

factors (PCA). Cliff (1987) stated that the choice of conunon factors or components 

methods often makes virtually no difference to the conclusions of a study; and where it 

does make a difference, there are cases in which one method makes more sense, and 

other cases in which another method does. "Some authorities insist that components 

analysis is the only suitable approach and that common-factors methods just superimpose 

a lot of extraneous mumbo jumbo, dealing with fundamentally unmeasurable things, the 

common factors" (Cliff, 1987, p. 349). On the other hand, "Militant common-factorists 

insist that components analysis is at best a common factor analysis with some error added 

and at worst an unrecognizable hodgepodge of things fi'om which nothing can be 

determined" (p. 349). 

Stevens (1996) pointed out that PFA differs firom PCA in two ways. First, the 

hypothetical factors that are derived with PFA can "only be estimated firom the original 

variables, whereas in components analysis, since the components are specific linear 

combinations, no estimate is involved" (p. 387). Second, "Numbers less than 1, called 

communalities, are put in the main diagonal of the correlation matrix in factor analysis" 

(p. 387). 
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Stevens (1996) suggested that the relevant question is whether different factors 

will emerge if unities are put in the main diagonal (as in PCA) than will emerge if 

communalities, such as the squared multiple correlation of each variable with all the 

others, are placed in the main diagonal (as in PFA). To answer this question, he cites the 

following quotes from six different sources regarding what might be expected in practice 

(pp. 387-388): 

1. Cliff (1987) stated, "the choice of common factors or components methods often 

makes virtually no difference to the conclusions of a study" (p. 349). 

2. Guadagnoli and Velicer (1988) stated, "... The principal components solutions differ 

little from the solutions generated from factor analysis methods" (p. 266). 

3. Harman (1967) stated, "As a saving grace, there is much evidence in the literature 

that for all but very small sets of variables, the resiilting factorial solutions are little 

affected by the particular choice of communalities in the principal diagonal of the 

correlation matrix" (p. 83). 

4. Nunnally (1978) stated, "It is very safe to say that if there are as many as 20 variables 

in the analysis, as there are in nearly all exploratory factor analyses, then it does not 

matter what one puts in the diagonal spaces" (p. 418). 

5. Gorsuch (1983) stated, "If communalities are reasonably high (e.g., .7 and up), even 

imities are probably adequate communality estimates in a problem with more than 35 

variables" (p. 108). 

6. Steiger (1979) stated that.. the elevated status of the common factor model 

(relative to, say, components analysis) is largely undeserved" (p. 157). 
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Stevens (1996) suggested that, based on these quotations, the following conclusion 

can be made: 

When the nimiber of variables is moderately large (say >30), and the analysis 

contains virtually no variables expected to have low communalities (e.g., .4), then 

practically any of the factor procedures will lead to the same interpretations. 

Differences can occur when the nimiber of variables is fairly small (<20), and 

some communalities are low. (p. 388) 

Tabachnick and Fidell (1996) recommended that both PCA and PFA can be used 

to study the same data matrix. PCA can be used to estimate the number of factors from 

eigenvalues (variance explained), and PFA can be used to extract factors with a model 

that removes unique and error variability from each variable. Tabachnick and Fidell also 

recoirunended miming different rotations with both PCA and PFA in the same study if it 

helps with factor interpretability. They also recommended several runs with either 

analysis technique if it helps to find the optimal number of factors. 

Factors and Rotation 

Cliff (1987) stated that the question in factor analysis is not, "How many factors 

are there?" but rather, "How many components are necessary for an adequate description 

of the data matrix" and "for how many factors can we get statistically stable estimates of 

their loadings?" (p. 311). 

After factors are "extracted," the factors are usually rotated. Rotation of factors is 

a process by which the factor soliition is made more interpretable without changing the 
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underlying mathematical properties. There are an infinite number of factor rotations 

available, each of which accounts for the amount of variance in the original data. 

Nunnally (1978) explained that any set of rotated factors explains exactly the 

same variance as the original factors, but they "slice it up" in a way that is more 

interpretable (p. 349). From a statistical point of view, the rotated factors are "just as 

good" as the unrotated factors. "Thus, if rotated factors are more easily interpreted than 

unrotated factors, the investigator has every right to rotate" (p. 371). 

There are two major classes of rotations. One class of rotations is orthogonal, so 

that all the factors are uncorrelated with each other, and the second class of rotations is 

oblique, so that factors themselves are correlated. The choice of rotation depends on the 

researcher's assessment of interpretation and usability (Nunnally, 1978). 

A commonly used orthogonal rotation is the varimax rotation designed by Kaiser 

(1960). It is one of the rotations used in this study for factor analysis of the mathematics 

test. Varimax rotation is designed to clean up the factors by causing factors to load high 

on a smaller number of variables and low or very low on the other variables. This makes 

interpretation of the resulting factors easier. 

Stevens (1996) noted that when varimax rotation is done with PC A, "the 

maximum varicmce property of the original components is destroyed" in that the rotation 

relocates the loadings (p. 369). Thus, the amount of variance accounted for by each 

rotated factor is recalculated. The tradeoff is that the factors are more interpretable. 

An oblique rotation (in which factors are correlated) called promax was also used 

in this study for analysis of the mathematics test structure. The SAS STAT USER'S 
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GUIDE. Vol. 1 (1990, p. 776) suggests that in most cases it is reasonable to assume that 

factors are correlated; therefore, oblique rotations are quite reasonable. The SAS guide 

also states that from a statistical point of view all rotations are equally good and one 

cannot say that any rotation is better than any other rotation. Therefore, the choice among 

different rotations must be based on nonstatisticai grounds. Two rotations that differ 

should not be regarded as conflicting, but rather as two different ways of looking at the 

same thing. 

Because this study is concerned with the structure of the mathematics test in terms 

of construct validation evidence, the following from Pedhazur and Schmelkin (1991) is 

of interest: 

From the perspective of construct validation, the decision whether to rotate 

factors orthogonally or obliquely reflects one's conception regarding the structure 

of the construct under consideration. It boils down to the question; Are aspects of 

the postulated multidimensional construct intercorrelated? The answer to this 

question is relegated to the status of an assumption when an orthogonal rotation is 

employed ... The preferred course of action is, in our opinion, to rotate both 

orthogonally and obliquely. When, on the basis of the latter, it is concluded that 

the correlations among the factors are negligible, the interpretation of the simpler 

orthogonal solution becomes tenable, (p. 615) 
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Factor Scores 

After factor rotation, examinee scores can be computed on a factor with an 

algorithm that produces a weighted combination of the scores on each of the input 

variables. Thus, in addition to individuals having a value on each of the input variables, 

they also have a value on each of the derived factors. The values on the factors are called 

factor scores. An individual will tend to score high on a factor only if the student scores 

high on the variables which load most highly on that factor (Kachigan, 1986). 

Regression-like equations are used to predict scores on factors from scores on 

observed variables for each individual. Internal consistency of the factors is assessed 

through squared multiple correlations (SMC) "in the diagonal of the factor score 

covariance matrix where factors serve as DVs with variables as FVs. Factors that are well 

defined by the variables have high SMCs, whereas poorly defined factors have low 

SMCs" (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996, pp. 696-697). The ofT-diagonal elements in the 

matrices are the correlations among factor scores (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). 

An Exploratorv-Confirmatorv Continuum 

There are two major types of approaches to factor analysis: exploratory and 

confirmatory. An exploratory analysis is usually performed in the early stages of 

research and provides a tool for consolidating variables and generating hypotheses 

underlying processes. A confirmatory analysis is a more sophisticated technique and is 

used in the advanced stages of the research process to test a theory about latent processes. 

Nunnally (1978) stated that even with exploratory factory analysis, the investigator 
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usually has at least some strong hunches about one or possibly all of the underlying 

factors (p. 331). 

Cliff (1987) explained that the characterization of factor analytic studies as a 

dichotomy of either exploratory or confirmatory is not appropriate, as there is really a 

"continuum of possible circumstances in factor analytic studies, ranging fix)m gropingly 

exploratory to precisely confirmatory." The most exploratory stage is that in which the 

investigator "has a fortuitous set of measures on a fortuitous sample of cases." At the 

other end of the continuum "is the rare case in which we are willing to make precise 

specifications of not only the nimiber of factors but the values of the loadings of each 

variable on each factor and even correlations between factors." In between there are all 

possible gradations (p. 365). 

Factor Analysis Models and Computer Programs 

The responses to test items that are scored right or wrong, such as the items on the 

mathematics test used for this study, produce binary response data. In terms of the item 

threshold on the trait continuum (in this case mathematics), it is assumed a respondent 

with a proficiency that is greater than or equal to the threshold will give the correct 

answer. Otherwise, the respondent will give a wrong answer. 

Popular factor analysis programs such as TESTFACT (Wilson, Wood & Gibbons, 

1991) and MicroFACT (Waller, 1995) estimate tetrachoric correlations for all distinct 

pairs of items to construct the initial correlation matrix. The tetrachoric correlation is 

used to correlate two artificially dichotomized variables, and its calculation "involves 
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corrections that approximate what the Pearson correlation coefficient would have been if 

the data had been continuous (nondichotomized) and the Pearson correlation coefficient 

could have been used" (Allen & Yen, 1979, p. 38). Both TESTFACT and MicroFACT 

provide for computation of a smoothed tetrachoric correlation matrix prior to performing 

a factor analysis to reduce the problem of cases in which communalities are greater than 

1.0 in the factor solution, referred to as Heywood cases (Waller, 1995, pp. 1-4). 

TESTFACT provides for a principal factor analysis, and MicroFACT provides for 

both a principal factor analysis and a principal components analysis. Both programs 

provide for the orthogonal rotation of extracted factors to the varimax (Kaiser, 1958) 

criterion. Both programs also use the varimax solution as a target for an oblique rotation 

by the promax method. 

The orthogonal loadings are raised to powers (usually powers of 2,4, or 6) to 

drive small and moderate loadings to zero while larger loadings are reduced, but 

not to zero. Even though factors correlate, simple structure is maximized by 

clarifying which variables do and do not correlate with each factor. (Tabachnick 

& Fidell, 1996, p. 668) 

TESTFACT executes a full-information factor analysis (FIFA) developed by 

Bock and Aitkin (1981) before the varimax rotation. The FIFA does not analyze 

observed correlations. Rather, the FIFA is concepturally similar to the normal ogive item 

response theory model. The FIFA uses information from all unique item response 

patterns in the data matrix. 
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Waller (1995), the author of MicroFACT, recognizes FIFA as the "most 

statistically efBcient method for item-level factor analysis," but points out that the 

practical limit of the number of factors is five ["a limitation that MicroFACT does not 

have" (comment by author)] and the "chi-square test of model fit is highly inaccurate 

when models include eight or more variables in data sets of 1,000 people or less" (pp. 1-

4). 

MicroFACT performs iterated principal factor and principal components analysis 

on tetrachoric correlation matrices. The following statement regarding the use of 

tetrachoric correlations are given on pages 1-4 of the MicroFACT manual: 

1. In a large-scale Monte Carlo study, Knol and Berger (1988, 1991) compared the 

procedures for binary item factor analysis and found that "a common factor analysis 

on the matrix of tetrachoric correlations yields the best estimates" (Knol & Berger, 

1988, p. 1). 

2. McKinley and Reckase (1983) found that the less complex iterated principal factor 

analysis model on tetrachoric correlations outperformed FIFA. Additionally, the 

performance of the iterated principal factor analysis model improved as the number of 

dimensions and items in the data increased. 

3. Schilling (1993) foimd that a simple factor analysis of tetrachoric correlations yields 

parameter estimates that are very close to the FIFA estimates, particularly when there 

are large item pools. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS AND DESIGN OF THE PRESENT STUDY 

Preliminary Investigation of the Mathematics Test 

The multi-level mathematics test used for this study was constructed with six 

strands or subtests per level to match the district's mathematics curricidum. The six 

strands were Number Sense, Data Analysis, Algebra, Geometry, Measurement, and 

Structure/Logic. The test items were constructed to match the objectives of the district's 

curriculum, which was designed to match the state standards and curriculum. 

History of the Test Development 

The mathematics test used for this study was developed over a two-year period. 

The test was developed by a test-specifications team, an item writing team, and an item-

review team. Each team was made up of teachers from grade levels 3 through 8 who 

were selected because of their expertise in the teaching of mathematics. Most of the 

members of the test development teams were also members of the district's mathematics 

curriculimi development team. Outside consultants worked with both the curriculum and 

item writing teams. 

The standards of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics were used 

during the development of the test. The result was a six-strand test format that matched 

the district's mathematics curriculum. The six strands were Number Sense, Data 

Analysis, Algebra, Geometry, Measurement, and Structure/Logic. The mathematics test 

items were constructed to measure the attaiiunent of the objectives in the mathematics 
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curriculum and to match the curriculum strands. It was decided that the test would be a 

multiple-choice test with a multi-levels design, using common items to link test levels so 

that all levels could be put on a common scale. 

Once the test specifications were developed, test items were constructed and field 

tested. Matrix sampling based on socio-economic and ethnic factors was used to select a 

student group for the first field testing of items to ensure that there was adequate 

representation of the student diversity found in the district A "developmental field test" 

(Haladyna, 1994, p. 138) format was used for the first field testing. That is, students 

were allowed to ask questions while taking the test, and small group and individuzil-

student discussions were held afterward to consider a particular student's questions in 

more detail. This follow-up discussion also allowed the test administrators to probe for 

what prompted a student to choose particular answer options. 

Items and item formats that worked best were selected from the first field testing, 

and were revised to form field test #2, which was administered to selected schools. An 

item analysis computer program called ITEMAN (Assessment Systems Corporation, 

1986) was used to produce item difBculty and item discrimination information for the 

answer options for field test #2. This item information was used to revise test items from 

field test #2, and the revised items were used to form field test #3. Field test #3 was 

administered as a beginning-of-the-year test to all students in grades 3 through 8. Results 

from that testing were analyzed with ITEMAN (Assessment Systems Corporation, 1986) 

and additionally with a one-parameter item calibration program called RASCAL 

(Assessment Systems Corporation, 1986), which generated test characteristic curves and 
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test information curves. Items were revised as needed to form an end-of-the-year test. 

The end-of-the-year test was then administered, and a scale was developed using a Rasch 

item calibration and scaling program called BIGSTEPS (Wright & Linacre, 1992). 

By this last testing, it was assumed that most students had been taught the 

mathematics curriculum because teachers had received training on the implementation of 

the ciirriculum and were instructed that the curriculum outcomes would be tested. 

Additional evidence to justify the assumption was that teachers had also received 

comprehensive reports of test results from field test #2 and the beginning-of-the-year test. 

The teachers received on-going training by a mathematics implementation team member 

assigned to each school on how to use the reports for differentiating instruction in the 

classroom. The mathematics implementation team member received training from 

district facilitators and an outside consultant 

Item Content 

The mathematics test-specifications lists the following types of items in terms of 

cognitive abilities that were used at each test level. 

Vocabulary (terminoloev) items. These items measure knowledge of mathematics 

vocabulary and terminology. Some items ask the student to identify terms for definitions 

and some items ask students to reason out the process needed to do a computational task 

and then to use the term that represents that mathematical process. 

Computation fcalculation) items. These items measure the ability to compute or 

calculate mathematically. Some items ask students to calculate an answer to a basic 
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algorithm or formula, and some items ask students to supply values for the algorithm that 

would give the final answer. Some computation items also measure the student's 

mathematical reasoning and logic. 

Knowledge (recall/memory) items. These items measure knowledge by asking the 

student to do tasks such as counting and recalling multiplication facts and formulas. 

Application (problem solving) items. These items measure the ability to apply 

mathematical terminology, knowledge, computational slcills, reason, and problem 

solving. Some application items require the student to use a tool, such as a special 

manipulative, rulers, protractor, or calculator. 

Reasoning (logic/analvsis) items. These items measure the student's mathematical 

reasoning and logic. These items range from simple calculation items to more complex 

items, which require the student to process through several steps of reasoning to come to 

a conclusion. These items require the student to use problem-solving skills. 

Curriculum Strands 

The technical manual for the test offers the following descriptions in terms of 

learner outcomes for the six curriculimi strands measured by the test. 

Number Sense. The student will understand number theory, place value, and the 

relationship of numbers, including fractions, decimals, and exponents. 

Data Analvsis. The student will determine the mathematical probability of events, 

interpret information from charts, tables, and graphs, and calculate measures of central 

tendency. 

Algebra. The student will understand the relations and properties of qiiantities by the 

use of symbols and letters, including negative nimibers, and equations. 
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Geometry. The student will imderstand properties of two- and three-dimensional 

objects, points, lines, rays, angles, congruence, similarities, and transformations, and 

solve problems dealing with perimeter, volume, circimiference, and area. 

Measurement. The student will understand customary and metric units of measure 

including time, money, size, temperature, and weight, and use them in both calculating 

and estimating measurement. 

Structure/Logic. The student will solve problems dealing with basic computations, 

ratios, proportions, fractions, decimals, and exponents. 

Strand Representation and Number of Te.«rt Items Per Level 

The number of items from each strand that are in each test level are shown in 

Table 3.1. The test level designations matched the curriculimi grade levels. The number 

of items for each test was specified in the test specifications and varied according to the 

curriculum objectives. 

Overall, Number Sense and Structure/Logic are the most represented strands. The 

other four test levels have approximately the same strand type representation, except for 

Level 8, which has a higher representation of Data Analysis and Algebra than any other 

test level. 

Although, across test levels, the number of items was highest for Number Sense 

and Structure/Logic, the number of items for a particular strand for a particular test level 

made sense in terms of a typical mathematics curriculum. That is. Number Sense and 

Structure/Logic were heavily represented because they mainly deal with computation, 

which is emphasized in the lower grades. Measurement was well represented across the 

grades because it started with money concepts at the lower grades, progressed into inches 

and feet, and then into decimals and weights in the upper grades. 
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Table 3.1 

Number of Items for Each Strand on Each Test Level 

Test Number Data Measure Structure/ 
Level Sense Analvsis Aleebra Geometrv ment Loeic Total 

3 11 5 8 7 9 10 50 

4 11 8 7 9 10 15 60 

5 17 7 9 8 8 17 66 

6 11 10 9 10 10 16 66 

7 11 9 11 10 8 17 66 

8 10 12 13 9 8 14 66 

Total 71 51 57 53 53 89 374 

Distribution of Scores for Each Test Level 

Figure 3.1 presents the distribution of scores for each test level. The distributions 

are for the scores from the test administration that was used to construct the score scale. 

The distributions are bell shaped but are platylcurtic. That is, the shape is flatter than the 

normal curve. This flattening of the distribution was expected because the item 

difficulties vary greatly within each test level. A platykurtic distribution is better than a 

normal distribution because the variance is maximized, resulting in higher reliability. 

The low end of each curve begins with the lowest number correct that was 

obtained at that level. For example, on test level 3 the lowest score was 13, and there 

were no scores below that. Each # sign in the distribution represents 1% of the 

examinees at a particular raw score. 
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Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 Level 8 
13 1 11 1 16 1 13 1 15 + 15 + 
14 1 12 1 17 1 14 1 16 1 16 1 
15 + 13 1 18 1 15 + 17 1 17 1 
16 1 14 1 19 1 16 1 18 1 18 1 
17 i» 15 + 20 + 17 1 19 1 19 1 
18 16 1 21 1 18 1 20 +# 20 + 
19 1# 17 1 22 1 » 19 1 21 1# 21 1# 
20 + # 18 i 23 1 20 + # 22 1 # 22 1 
21 1# 19 1 24 1 21 !# 23 1 # 23 1# 
22 1# 20 25 22 1 24 1# 24 1# 
23 i# 21 1 26 1 23 1 # 25 +# 25 +# 
24 \U 22 1# 27 i# 24 1# 26 1# 26 1# 
25 + # #  23 1 28 1# 25 +# 27 1# 27 1# 
26 1## 24 1# 29 1# 26 1## 28 1# 28 1# 
27 l##» 25 + # 30 + # 27 ! # #  29 i# 29 1# 
28 1### 26 1# 31 1# 28 ! « * #  30 + # #  30 +# 
29 1### 27 1# 32 1## 29 I#t 31 1 #» 31 1# 
30 + # # #  28 1# 33 1# 30 + # # #  32 It# 32 I# 
31 1### 29 | # «  34 1## 31 1### 33 ! # # #  33 l#i 
32 1 # # #  30 + # #  35 + # #  32 1## 34 1## 34 1## 
33 i#### 31 1## 36 1## 33 I### 35 + # #  35 + # #  
34 | # # « #  32 1## 37 l#»# 34 1#### 36 1## 36 l#» 
35 + # # # #  33 | » » #  38 1## 35 + # # #  37 1 # # #  37 ! » # #  
36 l#»«# 34 1 # # #  39 1### 36 1### 38 1### 38 I»## 
37 l#««# 35 +  # # #  40 + # # #  37 1#### 39 1### 39 ! # # #  
38 ! # # # »  36 1### 41 1### 38 ! # # # »  40 + # # #  40 + # # #  
39 I#### 37 ! # # # »  42 1#### 39 1### 41 1 # # #  41 1 # # #  
40 + # # # #  38 1#### 43 l##»# 40 + # # # #  42 1 # # # #  42 1 #1# 
41 1#### 39 1### 44 1#### 41 ! # # # #  43 1 # # # »  43 ! # » #  
42 1#### 40 + # # # #  45 +  # # # #  42 1##### 44 1 # # # »  44 ! » # #  
43 ! # # « «  41 ! # # » # #  46 1#### 43 1#### 45 + # # #  45 + # # #  
44 I#»## 42 1#### 47 1#### 44 1#### 46 ! # # #  46 ! » # # #  
45 + # # #  43 1##### 48 1#### 45 + # # # # #  47 1 # # # #  47 1*## 

46 It## 44 1##### 49 It#### 46 1#### 48 1 # # # #  48 1 » # # #  
47 1### 45 + # # # #  50 + # # # # #  47 1#### 49 ! # # # »  49 l*»«# 
48 l#« 46 1#### 51 1#### 48 I#### 50 + # # # #  50 + # # # #  
49 1# 47 ! # » # » #  52 It### 49 1### 51 1### 51 1### 
50 +# 48 1### 53 1#### 50 + # # # #  52 1### 52 l««# 

49 1### 54 1### 51 | # » # »  53 I### 53 1### 

50 + # # # #  55 + # # # #  52 ! » # #  54 1 »# 54 l#»# 

51 l»»» 56 1### 53 1## 55 + # #  55 + # # #  
52 1### 57 it# 54 1## 56 i## 56 ! # # #  
53 1### 58 1## 55 + # # #  57 1 ## 57 It# 

54 i## 59 1## 56 ! # #  58 1 # 58 It# 
55 1 ## 60 + # #  57 1# 59 i ## 59 i»« 
56 1 # 61 1# 58 1# 60 +# 60 +# 
57 1# 62 1# 59 1# 61 1# 61 1# 
58 1# 63 1 60 +# 62 1 # 62 1 
59 1 64 1# 61 1# 63 1 63 1 
60 + 65 + 62 1 64 1 64 1 

66 1 63 1 65 + 65 + 
64 1 66 1 66 1 

Figure 3.1. Distribution of scores for test levels 3 through 8. 
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Test Level Difficulty 

A successfiil scaling across all test levels is supported by evidence that the six test 

levels increased in difficulty from level to level. The plot of percentage correct scores 

with scale scores in Figure 3.2 demonstrates that the test levels did increase in difficulty 

from level to level. 
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Percentage Correct Scores 

Figure 3.2. Scale scores plotted against percentage correct scores. This plot demonstrates that 

the tests increased in difficulty from level to level. 
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Tests of Significance for Dififerences in Test Level Means 

A one-way analysis of variance procedure was used to determine whether the test 

level means, using obtained scores, were statistically significantly different. The 

independent variable was six test levels. Scale scores from 1,235 students at each test 

level were used as the depjendent variable. The hypothesis was that the levels were 

different and the results would show that the increases in difficulty fi-om test level to test 

level were significant. The null hypothesis was that there were no differences among test 

levels. 

A significant difference was fotmd to exist among the test level means at the 

.0001 level of significance. Table 3.2 shows the means, with standard deviations, for 

each test level. Table 3.3 shows the results of the ANOVA. Because the group sizes 

were equal, the F statistics was considered robust for unequal variances, so tests for 

equivalence of population variances were not conducted (Stevens, 1990, p. 42). 

Table 3.2 

Test Level Scale Score Means and Standard Deviations 

Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 Level 8 
n 1235 1235 1235 1235 1235 1235 

Mean 380.29 407.61 443.17 469.26 490.76 536.40 

SD 49.36 44.40 44.88 42.17 4 L43 43.71 
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Table 3.3 

ANOVA Summary Table for Test Level Comparisons 

Source Sum Sqres df Mean Sqres F-Ratio 

Test Levels 9850731.44 5 3970146.29 014.035* 

Students 14595056.96 7404 1971.24 

Total 34445788.40 7409 

•p = <.01 

Because the F value indicated overall differences, a Scheffe procedure was 

conducted to determine where the differences lie among test levels. It was found that 

each test level mean was statistically significantly different (p = <.01) from all the other 

means as shown by the F values in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4 

F Values from the Scheffe Pairwise Comparisons for Each Test Level 

Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 Level 8 

Level 3 0 

Level 4 46.78* 0 

Level 5 247.74* 79.22* 0 

Level 6 495.91* 238.09* 42.63* 0 

Level 7 764.55* 433.13* 141.86* 28.96* 0 

Level 8 1526.76* 1039.10* 544.48* 282.40* 130.50* 

•p = <.01 
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Design of the Study 

The Research Question 

The research question asked in this study was: What construct evidence is there to 

support the use of strand scores versus total score from a multi-level mathematics test for 

making instructional and accountability decisions? To answer this question, evidence 

was gathered from an analysis of the structure of the item responses and from an analysis 

of the differences among strands within levels. This type of evidence may be useful for 

helping teachers and school administrators to interpret the mathematics test scores and to 

evaluate the validity of using the scores for making instructional and accountability 

decisions. The focus of this study was whether there was evidence to support a single 

dimension (imderlying construct) called mathematics and/or more than one construct in 

terms of the six mathematics strands. In other words, the question was whether the 

mathematics test was unidimensional or multidimensional. 

Factor analysis techniques, analysis of variance procedures, and correlation 

procedures were used to gather construct evidence. The approach taken with the factor 

analysis was that there is not a distinct dichotomy of exploratory and confirmatory factor 

analysis, but rather a continuum in which a factor analysis that is exploratory in nature 

can be followed with additional evidence that is confirmatory in nature to support 

findings from the factor analysis (cf. Cliff, 1987). 
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Model Selection 

An initial step in the investigation was to examine the matrix of correlations 

between variables (test items) for each test level to determine the appropriateness of a 

factor analysis. For a factor analysis to be appropriate, the variables have to be 

correlated. If all the correlations between the variables are very small, a factor analysis 

may not be appropriate (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). 

Following an initial investigation of the correlation matrix, a PCA using different 

factor solutions was conducted for each test level. For each factor solution, a correlation 

matrix was reproduced from the factor matrix and compared to the original correlation 

matrix so that the residuals could be computed. Minimum and maximum residuals, first 

and third quartile residuals, and mean squared residuals were generated for each run. The 

residual values were used to determine how well the model fit the data. Many large 

residuals would indicate the model was not a good fit for the data. Small residuals would 

indicate a good fit (Dynamic Microsystems, Inc., 1994; Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). 

Additionally, a PFA was conducted with different numbers of factor solutions for 

each test level. Residuals from the comparison of the reproduced correlation matrix to the 

original matrix were computed to determine model fit. Residuals for both the PCA and 

the PFA varied, depending on the number of factors requested. The model fit in terms of 

residuals was used as evidence to determine the choice between a PCA or PFA as the 

model to use for each particular test level analysis. Additionally, the variance explained 

by specific numbers of factors was examined for PCA versus PFA at each test level. The 

variance explained was used as evidence to help select the model to use for the analysis. 
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Determining the Nximber of Factors to Retain 

Following the choice of which factor analysis model to use, a decision regarding 

the nimiber of factors to retain was made. Because the mathematics test used for this 

study was constructed with six specific mathematics item categories (strands) to match 

the mathematics curriculum strands, an a-priori hypothesis was that, in addition to the 

overall construct of mathematics, as many as six factors representing the strands may also 

emerge as constructs. Tabachnick and Fidell (1996) addressed this type of a-priori 

decision making when using factor analysis techniques. They suggested that decisions 

about the number of factors and rotational scheme are typically based on "pragmatic 

rather than theoretical criteria" (p. 639). Tabachnick and Fidell refer to Comrey and Lee 

(1992) in stating that the first task of the researcher is to generate hypotheses about 

factors believed to underlie the domain of interest. All relevant factors should be 

included. Failure to measure an important factor may distort the relationships among the 

factors. 

Five methods were considered to decide upon the number of factors to retain at 

each test level. The first method employed was an examination of the variance values for 

each set of factors &om each analysis, reported as eigenvalues. Eigenvalues greater than 

1 were used as evidence to support a decision regarding the nimiber of factors to retain. 

Since, in PCA, due to standardization, each variable has a variance of 1, factors with 

variance less than 1 were considered no better than a single variable. 

A second method used for determining the number of factors to retain from the 

components analysis was the examination of a scree plot. In a scree plot, the eigenvalues 
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are plotted against the number of factors in order of extraction. The scree plot from each 

analysis was used to examine sharp breaks in the size and pattem of the eigenvalues. The 

point at which the gradual leveling of eigenvalues began (i.e., where the scree began) was 

used as evidence to support the number of factors retained. Sharp breaks in the pattem 

were also used as evidence to support the decision on the number of factors to retain. 

A third method used for determining the nimiber of factors to retain from the 

factor analysis was the percentage of cumulative variance. That is, the number of factors 

was selected so that the cumulative percentage of variance extracted by the factors 

reached a level that was satisfactory. 

A fourth method for determining the number of factors to retain was an 

examination of the residuals from the comparison of the reconstructed correlation matrix 

with the original correlation matrix for each test level. The residuals for a particular 

factor solution at a particular test level were used to determine the model fit, and the 

model fit was used to help determine the optimal number of factors to retain. The lowest 

residuals were used as the criterion for a best fitting model. 

A fifth method used for detetmining the number of factors to retain was an 

examination of the factor loadings. Several loadings on a factor was evidence to support 

the inclusion of that factor in the factor solution. Additionally, the loadings were 

examined in terms of the meanings of the variables loading on the respective factors. 

Loadings that made sense in terms of what was already known about the structure of the 

test were used as evidence for factor selection (e.g., Kachigan, 1986). 
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Factor Rotation 

Although the factor matrix resulting from a PCA or PFA indicates the relationship 

between the factors and individual variables, it usually does not result in factors that can 

be easily interpreted. The reason for this is that the factors are correlated with many 

variables. Therefore, after the analysis model and the factor solution for each test level 

analysis was chosen, a rotation scheme to increase the interpretability of the factors was 

selected. A promax rotation procedure was selected to transform the factor matrix into a 

simpler one that was easier to interpret The purpose of the rotation was to have only a 

few variables with high or significant loadings on each factor, with the other variables 

loading closer to zero. 

In a promax rotation, a varimax rotation is used as the target for the promax 

rotation. That is, the varimax rotation is rotated again to allow correlations among 

factors. Promax applies an oblique rotation (using correlated factors), and is 

recommended when the interpretation of components is not clear, even after a rigid 

rotation such as varimax. (Stevens, 1986, p. 363). Promax rotation was recommended 

for dichotomous data by Gage Kinsbury of NWEA (personal communication, November 

24, 1998). Tabachnick and Fidell (1996) stated that if correlations in the factor matrix 

exceed .32, then there is 10% or more overlap in variance among factors, and that is 

enough variance to warrant oblique rotations (p. 674). 

The adequacy of the promax (oblique) rotation was assessed by comparing the 

pattern of correlations in the correlation matrix with the factors. One criterion was 

whether the patterns in the correlation matrix were represented in the rotated solution. A 



second criterion was whether highly correlated variables tended to load on the same 

factors. It was expected that variables that correlated highly with each other would also 

correlate highly with the same factor or factors. If two variables are highly correlated 

with each other and relatively uncorrelated with other variables, the factor may be 

reliable (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). 

Additionally, final communality estimates were inspected to see if the variables 

were well defined by the solution. Communalities indicate the percent of variance in a 

variable that overlaps with the variance in the factors. High communalities, indicating 

homogeneity among variables, is evidence of a well-defined solution. Low 

communalities, indicating heterogeneity among variables, is evidence of a poorly defined 

solution (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). 

The correlations of factors with factor scores were used as a measure of the 

internal consistency of the factors. Factor scores are derived firom the factor score 

coefficient matrix. Factors that are well defined by the variables have high correlations 

with the factor scores, whereas poorly defined factors have low correlations (Tabachnick 

& Fidell, 1996). 

Interpreting Factor I-nadinps 

To facilitate the interpretation of the factor loadings, the rotated loading matrix 

was examined to determine the number, strand identity, and strand membership of 

variables that loaded on each factor. Items that had high loadings on the same factor 

were identified so that the factor could be interpreted in terms of those high loadings. 
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To identify which strands were represented on each factor, a letter was assigned to 

each loading according to the strand represented by the variable. For example, a loading 

associated with an Algebra item was identified by the letter A. A loading for a Geometry 

item was identified by the letter G. 

The loadings were also examined to see if the items grouped by difiBculty rather 

than by strand category. Item difficulty values, obtained from the IRT model used to 

develop the score scale, were associated with each loading. The patterns of difficulties 

were then investigated to determine whether the loadings grouped by strand, by item 

difficulty, or by both strand and difficulty. 

To add clarity to the interpretation of the loadings, the original correlation matrix 

was examined to look for patterns that were consistent with the loadings. Of particular 

interest was the degree to which strands that loaded high on a factor were correlated in 

the correlation matrix. When similar strands grouped on more than one factor, the 

relationships of the items were investigated by an examination of the test items as 

presented in the test booklet. 

Confirmatorv Evidence 

Evidence of a confirmatory nature was gathered by an investigation of variance 

among strand scores. Because there was only one linking item available for each strand 

within a test level, development of a score scale for separate strands across levels was not 

appropriate. Therefore, percentage correct means for strands were used in a repeated 

measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) to compare strands within test levels. 
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In the repeated measures ANOVA procedure for examining differences among 

percentage correct means at each test level, the dependent variable was the percentage 

correct scores. The six strands at each test level were treated as the repeated measure. The 

null hypothesis was that there were no differences among the percentage correct means. 

Pair-wise comparisons to test for significant main effects were used to determine 

where differences among the strands were located. Homogeneity of variance tests were 

conducted to determine whether the group variances were different. Eta-squares were 

computed as a measure of effect size. Statistically significant differences among strand 

means would provide evidence to support a structure of more than one construct. 

To help interpret the factor analysis regarding dimensions and the analysis of 

variance results regarding strand differences, strand inter-correlations using obtained test 

data were computed at each test level. Strong strand relationships would give support to 

unidimensionality. Weak strand relationships would give support to the possibility of 

more than one strand or ability. 

Sample 

The multiple-choice mathematics test was administered to students in grades three 

through eight in a large elementary school district. The total student population in the 

district for kindergarten through eighth grade was 25,000. The district had a broad 

diversity of students and a wide range of socio-economic groups. Three of the schools 

had a high minority, low socio-economic population. As many as 27 different languages 

were represented at two of the low socio-economic schools. Three of the schools had a 
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90% white (non-Hispanic) population. One school was located in an area with homes 

valued at $300,000 to $500,000. The other 28 schools were spread across the continuimi 

between the three lowest socio-economic schools and the one highest socio-economic 

school. All students at each of the district's 32 schools in grades three through eight were 

tested. Table 3.5 shows the number of students who took the level tests that provided the 

data for this study. 

Table 3.5 

Number of Students Who Took Level Tests 

Test Level Taken Number of Students 

3rd 2234 

4th 2386 

5th 2138 

6th 2473 

7th 1665 

8th 1198 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Model Fit 

An examination of the correlation matrix for each test level revealed that most of 

the correlations were large enough to make factor analysis appropriate. For test levels 3, 

4,5, and 7, most of the correlations ranged in magnitude from .10 to .40. For test levels 6 

and 8, most of the correlations ranged from .10 to .30. If all of the correlations were very 

low, factor analysis would not have been appropriate (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). 

An evaluation of the residuals generated from a comparison of the original 

correlation matrix with the reproduced correlation matrix found minimal differences in 

model fit between PCA and PFA. For several of the factor solutions, the minimum 

residual was better for one model, but the maximum residual was better for the other 

model. For example, with a seven-factor solution for Test Level 6, the maximum residual 

was smaller for the PFA, but the minimum residual was smaller for the PCA. 

Mean squared residuals were slightly smaller for the PFA than for the PCA. The 

mean squared residuals for PFA ranged from .0009 to .0013. The mean squared residuals 

for the PCA ranged from .0017 to .0025. This small difference in average deviation gave 

further evidence for choosing either model. 

The residuals generated from the factor solutions are presented in Table 4.1. 

Residuals for solutions using fewer than five factors are not shown because the fit was 

not as good as the fit for the five-factor solutions. For Test Level 5, there was non-

convergence with the PFA model, indicated in the table by "NC". The NC notation 
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Table 4.1 

Residuals from Different Factor Solutions for Each Test Level 

PCA PFA 

Test 
Levd N bens Factors Min. 25% 75% Max. Min. 25% 75% Max. 

3 2234 50 5 -.223 -.019 +.043 +.173 -.250 -.022 +.024 +.113 

6 00
 

-.020 +.044 +.171 -237 -.022 +.023 +.111 

7 -.137 -.019 +.044 +.196 -.182 -.021 +.022 +.112 

8 -.128 -.020 +.041 +.178 -.142 -.020 -.021 +.110 

4 2386 60 5 -.152 -.017 +.039 +.155 -.199 -.022 +.024 +.106 

6 -.153 -.016 +.038 +.180 -.186 -.022 +.023 +.104 

7 -.131 -.017 +.038 +.178 -.190 -.021 +.021 +.106 

8 NC NC NC NC -.132 -.020 +.020 +.103 

5 2138 66 5 -.201 -.018 +.038 +.268 NC NC NC NC 

6 -.197 -.018 +.037 +.281 NC NC NC NC 

7 -.176 -.019 +.037 +.246 NC NC NC NC 

8 -.140 -.019 +.037 +.240 NC NC NC NC 

6 2473 66 5 -.218 -.016 +.037 +.213 -.297 -.021 +.023 +.129 

6 -.218 -.017 +.036 +.213 -.296 -.020 +.021 +.125 

7 -.161 -.016 +.036 +.171 -.187 -.019 +.020 +.119 

8 -.136 -.017 +.034 +.201 -.166 -.018 +.019 +.115 

7 166S 66 5 -.207 -.019 +.039 +.151 -.185 -.023 +.024 +.124 

6 -.155 -.020 +.039 +.157 -.187 -.023 +.023 +.127 

7 -.149 -.020 +.037 +.160 -.165 -.022 +.023 +.113 

8 -.138 -.019 +.037 +.174 -.154 -.022 +.022 +.116 

8 1198 66 5 -.231 -.026 +.044 +222 -.258 -.031 +.031 +.251 

6 -.230 -.024 +.044 +.186 -.257 -.030 +.030 +.177 

7 -.185 -.025 +.044 +.164 -.239 -.030 +.028 +.157 

8 -.159 -.026 +.044 +.181 NC NC NC NC 
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means non-convergence after 50 iterations (the limit of iterations for the MicroFACT 

program). Niels Waller, author of the MicroFACT program, stated that non-convergence 

is a sure sign that there were too few or too many factors requested. He stated that if 

there is non-convergence after 50 iterations then there will not be convergence for any 

number of iterations above 50 (personal communication, January 26,1999). 

As a significant difference in model fit between PCA and PFA was not indicated, 

a choice for a model was based on the data set and the goals of the research (e.g., 

Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). Because interest was in the empirical simimary of the data 

set rather than in a theoretical solution imcontaminated by unique and error variability, I 

decided to use the PCA model. An additional reason for this choice was that the variance 

explained from a factor rotation is larger with the PCA model than with the PFA model. 

Factors Retained 

One method used to determine the nimiber of factors to retain was the eigenvalues 

greater than 1 rule. This method produced a range of 14 factors for Test Level 3 to 21 

factors for Test Level 8. Eigenvalues computed for each of the six test levels are 

presented in Table 4.2. Stevens (1996) stated that retaining only those components 

whose eigenvalues are greater than 1 is a commonly used rule and is the default for many 

statistics computer packages, but that blind use of the rule could lead to retaining factors 

which may not have practical significance in terms of the percentage of variance 

accounted for. Cliff (1987) stated that it is "regrettable" that the eigenvalue greater than 

1 rule is the common rule because almost all of the evidence and expert opinion indicates 

that it gives an inappropriate number (p. 311). 
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Cliff stated that the greater than I rule applies only to a population correlation 

matrix and not to a sample correlation matrix. There may be many more eigenvalues 

greater than unity in a sample correlation matrix than in the population correlation matrix. 

Cliff cited conclusions from studies which stated that eigenvalues greater than 1 is a poor 

rule for deciding on the appropriate number of components (p. 312). 

Weighting the comments of Stevens and Cliff with the fact that six strands were 

used in the construction of the test, I decided to use eigenvalues with a magnitude of 1.5 

and larger so that a compromise could be made between comprehensiveness and 

parsimony. The eigenvalues in Table 4.2 that are marked with an asterisk indicate the 

factors to retain. 

Scree plots for all six test levels are presented in Figure 4.1. The first break in the 

curve of the plot (where the curve starts to level out) was used as the criterion. For Test 

Level 3, three factors would be retained when using the scree plot (where the curve starts 

to level), compared to four factors to retain when using eigenvalues greater than 1.50. 

For Test Level 4, five factors would be retained when using the scree plot criterion, 

which was the same number of factors retained when using eigenvalues. For Test Level 

5, two factors would be retained, compared to six factors when using eigenvalues. For 

Test Level 6, five factors would be retained, which was the same number when using 

eigenvalues. For Test Level 7, three factors would be retained, compared to five when 

using eigenvalues. For Test Level 8, four factors would be retained, compared to eight 

factors when using eigenvalues. If the next major break past the point in the scree plot 

where the curve began to level was used as a criterion, considerably more factors could 

be selected. 
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Table 4.2 

Eigenvalues and the Percentage of Variance Explained at Each Test Level 

Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 Level 8 
Items = 50 Items = 60 Items = 66 Items = 66 Items = 66 Items = 66 
N = 2234 N = 2386 N = 2138 N = 2473 N=1665 N= 1198 

Eieen % C% Eieen % C% Eigen % C% Eieen % C% Eieen % C% Eieen % C% 

1 •11.76 24 24 •11.14 18 18 •1263 21 21 •11.72 18 18 *13£6 21 21 •13j03 20 20 

2 •158 4 28 •226 4 22 •254 4 25 •231 4 22 •255 4 25 •140 4 2A 

3 •1.75 4 32 •203 3 25 •1.82 3 28 •215 3 25 •152 3 28 •ZIO 3 27 

4 •liO 3 35 *\S3 3 28 •1.75 3 31 •1.80 3 28 •1.74 3 31 •1.89 3 30 

5 1.48 3 38 •155 2 *IJ67 3 34 •1:62 2 30 •151 2 33 •1.75 3 33 

6 131 3 41 1.42 2 32 •151 3 37 1.48 2 32 1.43 2 35 •1J67 3 36 

7 129 3 44 135 2 34 139 2 39 1.46 2 34 1.41 2 37 •1.60 2 38 

8 126 3 47 133 2 36 134 2 41 137 2 36 138 2 39 •153 2 

9 120 2 49 125 2 38 129 2 43 131 2 38 133 2 41 1.48 2 42 

10 1.14 2 51 124 2 40 126 2 45 126 2 125 2 43 1.41 2 44 

11 1.12 2 53 121 2 42 125 2 47 124 2 42 123 2 45 138 2 46 

12 MSI 2 55 1.14 2 44 120 2 49 121 2 44 121 2 47 138 2 48 

13 IjQ2 2 57 1.11 2 46 1.18 2 51 1.17 2 46 1.18 2 49 134 2 50 

14 IjOI 2 59 1J09 2 48 1.14 2 S3 1.14 2 48 1.15 2 51 128 2 52 

15 1J06 2 50 1.11 2 55 1.12 2 50 1.12 2 53 123 2 54 

16 IJM 2 52 1J09 2 57 U1 2 52 1.10 2 55 1.18 2 56 

17 IjOO 2 54 1J09 2 59 1J09 2 54 1J08 2 57 1.14 2 58 

18 1J03 2 61 1j06 2 56 1J06 2 59 1.12 2 60 

19 1J02 2 63 IJQ3 2 58 1j04 2 61 1J09 2 62 

20 ijOl 2 65 IJOO 2 60 1JQ3 2 63 1J07 2 64 

21 IJOO 2 65 1J03 2 66 

* = Factors to retain 
= Variance explained 
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Figure 4,1. Eigenvalue plot for each test level. 
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Cliff (1987) commented on the difficulty of selecting factors &om scree plots. He 

stated that the plot of eigenvalues tends to be irregular at best Often there are no 

discernible breaks, or there are several breaks, making it difScult to decide which of the 

points in the plot are most appropriate for determining the number of factors to retain. 

Therefore, I used the scree plots as an additional piece of evidence, rather than as the 

primary piece of evidence, for selecting the nimiber of factors to retain. 

In addition to eigenvalue magnitudes and scree plot points, the cumulative 

percentage of variance accounted for by the eigenvalues was used to determine the 

number of factors to retain. As can be seen from Table 4.2, except for the first 

eigenvalue at each test level, which ranged from 18% to 24%, the variance explained by 

each eigenvalue for each test level was small (2% to 4%). 

The large number of eigenvalues above 1 was due in part to the large number of 

items (50 to 66) in each test level. All of the eigenvalues above the value of 1 would 

have to be used to bring the total cimiulative percentage of variance accounted for at a 

test level to a highly desirable level (> 70%). The problem with selecting such a large 

number of factors in order to account for as much variance as possible is that the 

objective of factor analysis is to select as few factors as possible. Kachigan (1982) stated 

that the decision becomes a "tradeoff' between the amount of parsimony that can be 

attained and the comprehensiveness that can be attained. The investigator has to decide 

what balance will serve the purpose of the study. Nunnally (1978) stated that what 

proportion of the variance accounted for is "satisfactory" depends on the standards of the 

investigator. 



I decided that around 40% of the variance explained would be a reasonable 

criterion. The line under the value in each cumulative variance-explained column of 

Table 4.2 indicates the cut point for that test level. 

Residuals from the comparison of the reconstructed correlation with the original 

correlation matrix were used as additional evidence for determining the nimiber of factors 

to retain. Results at each test level from solutions using five to eight factors were 

presented in Table 4.1 on page 54. Results for fewer than five factors are not provided in 

the table because the residual values were larger when the number of factors was less 

than five. 

Results for more than eight factors are not provided in the table for several 

reasons. One reason was that when more than eight factors were used in the solution, the 

change in the magnitude of the residuals typically became smaller, and since parsimony 

was of concern, eight factors was a reasonable number. Additionally, more non-

convergence was encountered as the number of factors requested in the solution increased 

to more than eight. The residuals when seven and eight factors were requested were 

small enough (.13 to .18) to indicate a satisfactory fit. For all solutions using five to eight 

factors across all test levels, the residual values for the two middle quartiles were small 

(.016 to .044), indicating a good model fit. These findings indicated that retaining seven 

or eight factors per analysis would make for an acceptable fit and would achieve 

parsimony. 

Table 4.3 presents a simunary of the number of factors to retain as suggested by 

the different methods used. The last colimm in the table gives a range for the number of 
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factors to retain based on an examination of the number of loadings and the strands 

represented on each factor. Gorsuch (1983) suggested that results of the scree test are 

more obvioiis when each factor has several variables with high loadings. Kachigan 

(1982) stated that an inspection of the loadings from a number of different factor 

solittions in respect to the meaning of the variables that load on the respective factors is 

helpful in selecting a final factor solution. He stated that a solution should make sense in 

terms of what is already known about the subject matter. 

An examination of the factor loadings indicated that high loading variables were 

grouped by strand to some extent at each test level. There appeared to be three to five 

factors that could be interpreted at most test levels. This type of evidence is what 

Kachigan (1982) refered to as comprehensibility evidence. The number of loadings that 

grouped by strand supported the a-priori hypothesis of more than one dimension 

(underlying construct) in terms of the six strands. 

Table 4.3 

Number of Factors to Retain Based on the Six Methods Used 

Test 
Level Eigenvalues Scree Plot 

Variance 
Explained Residuals 

Factor 
Loadings 

3 4 3 6 7-8 5-6 

4 5 5 10 7 5 

5 6 2 9 8 5-6 

6 5 5 10 7-8 5-6 

7 5 3 8 7-8 4 

8 8 4 8 6-8 4-5 
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Collectively, eigenvalues greater than 1.5, scree plots, cumulative variance 

explained, residuals, and factor loadings were used to make a final determination on the 

optimal nimiber of variables to retain. I decided that a seven factor solution for test levels 

3 and 4, and an eight factor solution for test levels 5,6,7, and 8 would be acceptable for 

flushing out evidence of dimensionality and identifying the constructs being measured. 1 

made a "tradeoff' in favor of parsimony versus comprehensiveness. Comprehensiveness 

would be weak because the cimiiilative amount of variance accounted for was low, 

ranging firom 34% to 44 %. I felt that the weak comprehensiveness would be offset to 

some extent by choosing factors based on the best model fit and based on the strand 

loading patterns. 

Interpreting Factor Loadings 

Tables 4.4 through 4.9 present the loadings above .32 (10% of variance) for the 

factor solutions used at each Test Level. Variables are ordered and grouped by size of 

loading to facilitate interpretation. Identified with each variable loading are the item 

number (as presented in the test booklet), the strand, and the communality value of the 

item. For example, the highest loading for factor 2 for Test Level 3 (Table 4.4) was .647. 

This loading was for item (variable) nimiber 27. The strand was "Geometry", identified 

by the letter G. The communality value for item 27 was .50. 

Parentheses identify a loading that appears on more than one factor. For example, 

item number 10 (Number Sense) in Factor 2 also loads on Factor 5. Therefore, item 10 
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is not a pure variable. Similarly, items 11 and 37 are not pure variables because they also 

load on other factors. 

The number in parentheses next to the factor number in the column heading is the 

amount of variance explained by that factor. For example, 7.1% of the variance was 

explained by factor 1. The variance explained by factor 2 was 7%. 

The discussion that follows considers the findings for each test level separately. 

Thus, there are six discussions, one for each test level. Because no evidence was foimd 

at any particular test level that item loadings tended to group by item difficulty, this result 

is presented here as a common finding rather than in the individual test level discussions. 

Almost all correlations among variables were statistically significant (p <.01) due 

to the large n for each test level. Therefore, this result is considered as a common finding 

across all test levels, and only exceptions will be cited in the following individual test 

level discussions. 

Most communality estimates, across all test levels, were aroimd .40 and lower, 

with a few communalities above .55. For sets of observed variables less than 20, these 

moderate to low values would indicate that the variables were not particularly well 

defined by the factor solution (e.g., Stevens, 1996; Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). With a 

large number of variables, however, as in this study (50 to 66 items), the communality 

estimates do not influence the solution very much (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). For this 

study, communality values around .40 will be considered high enough to confirm 

homogeneity of items. 
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Correlations of the factors with factor scores at each test level were very high 

(>.90), indicating that the factors were internally consistent and were well defined by the 

variables. With a cut of .32 (10% of variance) for inclusion of a variable in the 

interpretation of a factor, from 82% to 98% of the variables at the various test levels 

loaded on the factors. This high percentage indicated homogeneity of items. 

The mean commxmality for items (variables) on the various test levels was 

moderately high, ranging from .36 to .52. There were no very low (<.10) commimalities. 

These findings indicated that the variables were well defined by the factor solution and 

that the items were homogeneous. 

Test Level 3: Findings and Discussion 

Seven factors were extracted and accounted for 44% of the total variance. Table 

4.4 presents the loadings, item categories (strands), and communality values for Test 

Level 3. 

Factor 1. Five different strands were represented in the 13 items that loaded on 

Factor 1. Commimalities for the set of 13 items were mostly in the moderate to high 

range (.29 to .50, with one low value at .18), indicating homogeneity of items. Most of 

the correlations among the variables were in the moderate range (.19 to .28), indicating 

that there was a moderately strong relationship among the items. I interpreted Factor I as 

General Mathematics. 

Factor 2. Six of the 9 items (67%) that loaded on Factor 2 were Geometry items, 

including the four highest loadings. All six of the Geometry items were pure variables 
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Table 4.4 

Highest Factor I^naHings for Test Level 3 Showing Item Number. Item Category (Strand') 

Type, and Communalitv 

Factor 1 Factor 2 (Tyo") Factor 3 (6.7%-) Factor 4 f5.8%> 

Load Item Type Com Load Item Type Com Load Item Type Com Load Item Type Com 

-0.676 40 M .50 0.647 27 G .50 -0.778 6 N .47 -0.852 44 S .68 

-0.508 48 S 32 0.629 29 G .40 -0.660 20 A .51 -0.788 45 S .68 

-0.481 33 M .39 0.590 31 G .58 -0.527 19 A .41 -0.642 42 S .52 
-0.479 35 M 26 0.558 30 G .55 -0.509 I N 35 -0.468 43 S .46 
-0.455 47 S .56 0.476 (10) N .55 -0.459 (7) N .41 -0348 41 S .42 
-0.439 49 S .46 0.471 (25) G .50 -0361 32 M .41 
-0.412 38 M .32 0.408 26 G .38 -0J60 (11) N .49 
-0.394 14 D .42 0.367(11) N .49 -0.353 15 D .56 
-0.394 5 N .40 0.332 (37) M .37 -0.326 (39) M 37 
-0.390 50 S .31 -0.322 (37) M 37 
-0.387 15 D .56 
-0.380 34 M .18 
-0.363 16 D .29 

Factor 5 fS.4%^ Factor 6 (8.9%'> Factor 7 

Load Item Type Com Load Item Type Com Load Item Type Com 

-0.532 9 N .40 -0.768 23 A .66 -0.643 17 A .48 

-0.510 3 N .42 -0.627 22 A .44 -0.600 21 A .52 

-0.490 36 M 30 -0.591 24 A .67 -0.473 18 A 31 

-0.452 (10) N .55 -0370 (37) M 37 -0.438 16 D .29 

-0.402 8 N .40 -0391 12 D 36 

-0335 (7) N .41 -0.324 (39) M 37 

The legend for Tables 4.4 through 4.9 is as follows; 
A = Algebra; D = Data Analysis; G = Geometry; M = Measurement; N = Number Sense; 
S = Structure/Logic. 
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because they did not load on any other factor. The six Geometry items represented 86% 

(6 of 7) of the total number of Geometry items on Test Level 3. Conmiunalities for the 

set of Geometry items were high (.38 to .58), indicating homogeneity of items. 

Correlations among the Geometry items were also high (.33 to .62), indicating a strong 

relationship among the items. I interpreted Factor 2 as Geometry. 

Factor 3. Factor 3 was not clearly interpretable either as General Mathematics or 

as one of the six strands. 

Factor 4. All five of the strands that loaded on Factor 4 were Structure/Logic 

items. The five items represented 50% (5 of 10) of the total number of Structure/Logic 

items on Test Level 3. Communalities for the set of Structure/Logic items in Factor 4 

were high (.42 to .68), indicating homogeneity of items. Most of the correlations among 

the items were high (.32 to .74), indicating a strong relationship among the items. I 

interpreted Factor 4 as Structure/Logic. 

Factor 5. Five of the 6 items (83%) that lo aded on Factor 5 were Number Sense 

items. The five Number Sense items represented 45% (5 of 11) of the total number of 

Number Sense items on Test Level 3. Two of the Number Sense items were complex in 

that they loaded on other factors. That left three pure Number Sense items (variables) in 

Factor 5. Communalities for the set of Number Sense items were high (.40 to .42, with 

one at .55), indicating homogeneity of items. Most of the correlations among the 

Number Sense items ranged firom moderate to high (.22 to .35), indicating a moderately 

strong relationship among the items. Because two loadings were not pure, and no 

loadings were greater in absolute value than .532, which is considered to be in the range 
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of a "fair" to "good" loading (Comrey & Lee, 1992, cited by Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996), 

an examination of the test items in the test booklet was conducted to help interpret the 

loadings. One of the Number Sense test items required identifying equalities with a 

symbol, two items dealt with identifying fractions from shaded bars, and two items dealt 

with place value. Because the items that loaded on Factor 5 were typical Number Sense 

items and the correlations with other Number Sense items were moderate to high, I 

interpreted Factor 5 as Number Sense. 

Factors 6 and 7. Three of the 4 items (75%) that loaded on Factor 6 were Algebra 

items, and three of the 6 items (50%) that loaded on Factor 7 were Algebra items. Not 

one of the Algebra items was complex (also loaded on another factor). Factors 6 and 7 

together represented 75% (6 of 8) of the total number of Algebra items on Test Level 3. 

The correlations among the three Algebra items in Factor 6 were high (.40, .41, 

and .64), indicating a strong relationship among the items. The correlations among the 

three Algebra items in Factor 7 ranged from low to moderate (.11 to .27, with one value 

at .42), indicating that there was a moderate relationship among the items. The 

correlations between the Algebra items on Factor 6 with the Algebra items on Factor 7 

were moderate to low (.10 to .27, with one pair at .42), which indicated that Factor 6 

Algebra items were not highly correlated with Factor 7 Algebra items. Conmiunalities of 

the three items on Factor 6 were higher (.44 to .67) than the communalities on Factor 7 

(.31 to .52), but the communalities were sufficiently high for each factor to indicate 

homogeneity of items. 
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Because the Algebra sets contained only three items for each factor, the actual test 

items were examined to help interpret the loading. The three Algebra items that loaded 

on Factor 6 were multiplication problems. The three Algebra items that loaded on Factor 

7 were addition and subtraction problems. Although the skills needed to solve these 

problems translate into algebra skills at higher grade-levels, it was not reasonable to 

interpret either of the factors as Algebra, so both factors were left imnamed in terms of 

the mathematics strands. An appropriate name for Factor 6 could be Multiplication, and 

an appropriate name for Factor 7 could be Addition/Subtraction. 

Test Level 4: Findings and Discussion 

Seven factors were extracted and accounted for 36% of the total variance. Table 

4.5 presents the loadings, item-categories (strands), and communalities for Test Level 4. 

Factor 1. Eleven of the 12 loadings on Factor 1 were Structure/Logic items. 

These 11 Structure/Logic items represented 73% (11 of 15) of the total nvunber of 

Structure/Logic items on Test Level 4. However, three of the items that loaded were 

complex in that the items also loaded on other factors, leaving eight pure variables. The 

conmiunalities for just the set of Structure/Logic items were high (.29 to .51), indicating 

homogeneity of items. Correlations among the Structure/Logic items were relatively 

high (.22 to .39), indicating a strong relationship among the items. I interpreted Factor 1 

as Structure/Logic. 
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Table 4.5 

Highest Factor T.nadings for Test Level 4 Showing Item Number. Item Category (Strand') 

Item, and rnmmiinalitv 

Factor 1 (6.6%) 

Load Item Type Com 

Factor 2 (4.7%) Factor 3 a.6%\ 

Load Item Type Com Load Item Type Com 

Factor 4 (4.8%) 

Load Item Type Com 

-0.638 49 S .48 -0.659 30 G .50 .820 10 N .72 0.649 7 N .52 

-0.582 53 S .42 -0.571 35 G 38 .788 9 N .67 0.624 1 N .57 

-0.566 47 S .41 -0.567 32 G .40 .566 11 N .40 0381 (6) N 39 

-0.534 52 s J9 -0.541 29 G .40 335 13 D 26 0379 3 N .29 

-0.512 46 s 34 -0.486 27 G 34 327 (16) D .40 0327 17 D 32 

-0.503 57 s 39 -0.425 31 G 36 -0335 (56) S .51 

-0.503 55 s .41 -0360 20 N 35 

-0.473 (56) s .51 

-0.444 50 s 29 

-0.396 (23) A .46 

-0.364 (48) s 31 

-0.342 (58) s 33 

Factor 5 (6.0%') Factor 6 (3.6%') Factor 7 f 5.75%^ 

Load Item Tvoe Com Load Item Type Com Load Item Type Com 

0.556 59 s 39 -0.613 41 M .40 -0.596 21 A .44 

0.530 60 s 33 -0.426 28 G 31 -0.526 20 A .42 

0.490 37 M 36 -0398 5 N 37 -0.478 (23) A .46 

0.393 43 M 31 -0373 (6) N 39 -0.475 39 M 25 

0J91 54 S 38 -0361 40 M .26 -0.472 (16) D .40 

0384 (48) S 31 -0360 (42) M .42 -0.464 38 M 31 

0.381 12 D .21 -0336 33 G .18 -0366 26 A 31 

0.372 36 M 36 -0.256 22 A 21 

0.351 (42) M .42 -0352 24 A .27 

0.335 (58) S 34 -0346 14 D 39 

0.320 25 A 32 -0.337 18 

-0326 34 

D 
G 

.40 

31 
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Factor 2. Six of the 7 items (86%) tliat loaded on Factor 2 were Geometry items. 

All six items were pure as they did not load on any other Victor. The six Geometry items 

represented 67% (6 of 9) of the total number of Geometry items on Test Level 4. 

Communalities for the set of Geometry items were high (.35 to .50), indicating 

homogeneity of items. Correlations among the Geometry items were mostly moderate 

(.15 to .29) with a few correlations in the high range (.33 to .38), indicating a moderately 

strong relationship among the items. I interpreted Factor 2 as Geometry. 

Factors 3 and 4. Three of the 5 items (60%) loading on Factor 3, and 4 of the 6 

items (66%) loading on Factor 4 were Number Sense items. Conmiunedities for the 

Niraiber Sense items for Factor 3 were high (.40 to .72), indicating homogeneity of items. 

Communalities for Number Sense items for Factor 4 ranged from moderate to high (.29 

to .52), indicating homogeneity of items. 

Correlations among the Number Sense items on Factor 3 were high (.29, .43, and 

.70). The correlations among the Nimiber Sense items on Factor 4 ranged from moderate 

to high (.20 to .32, with one correlation at .62), indicating a moderately strong 

relationship. The correlations between the Factor 3 Nimiber Sense items and the Factor 4 

Number Sense items were low (.11 to .22), indicating a weak relationship among the 

items. Factor 3 had higher loading values (.566 to .820) than Factor 4 (.379 to .649). 

To help interpret the factor loadings, the test items were examined. Each of the 

three Number Sense items on Factor 3 were similar in format and dealt with identifying 

what portion of fraction bars were filled in, which content similarity helped explain the 

strong relationship between the items. The four Number Sense items on Factor 4 dealt 
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with number sentences, expanded notation, and rounding. Applying the concept of 

comprehensibility (e.g., Kachigan, 1986) to the interpretation of the item loadings, I 

decided that Factor 4 had the broadest representation of the intent of the Number Sense 

ciirriculum strand and interpreted Factor 4 as Number Sense. I decided that Factor 3 was 

not clearly interpretable. 

Factors 5 and 6. Factors 5 and 6 were not interpreted because there were no clear 

strand patterns. Additionally, there were only four different strands represented on Factor 

5 and only three different strands represented on Factor 6, so interpretation of the factors 

as General Mathematics was questionable. 

Factor 7. Six of the 12 items (50%) that loaded on Factor 7 were Algebra items. 

One of the Algebra items also loaded on another factor, leaving five pure-Algebra items. 

The top three loadings on Factor 7 were Algebra, with values that ranged from fair to 

high (.478 to .596). After a break in the strand pattem of three items that were not 

Algebra items, the next three items were Algebra items with loadings that were low, 

ranging from .352 to .366. 

Correlations among the Algebra items were moderate to high. However, 

correlations among all of the items on Factor 7 were moderate to high, and the 

correlations of the Algebra items with the non-Algebra items were moderate to high. 

These findings indicated that Factor 7 could not be clearly interpreted in terms of strands 

or in terms of general mathematics. 
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Test Level Findings and Discussion 

Eight factors were extracted and accounted for 41% of the total variance. Table 

4.6 presents the loadings, item categories (strands), and communalities for Test Level 5. 

Factor 1. Five different strands were represented in the 15 items that had high 

loading values on Factor 1. Geometry was not represented on Factor 1. Communalities 

for the set of 15 items ranged from moderate to high (.25 to .51, with one value at. 17), 

indicating homogeneity of items. Correlations among the items were mostly moderate 

(.11 to .34), indicating a moderately strong relationship among items. 1 interpreted Factor 

1 as General Mathematics. 

Factor 2. Thirteen of the 15 items (67%) that loaded on Factor 2 were 

Structure/Logic items. Only one Structure/Logic item also loaded on another factor. The 

Structure/Logic items represented 76% (13 of 17) of the total number of 

Structure/Logic items in Test Level 5. Communalities for the set of Structure/Logic 

items were mostly high (.35 to .57), indicating homogeneity of items. Correlations 

among the Structure/Logic items were high (.28 to .44), indicating a strong relationship 

among the items. I interpreted Factor 2 as Structure/Logic. 

Factors 3. 6. and 7. Factors 3,6, and 7 were loaded heavily with Number Sense 

items. Although Factor 3 had only three loadings, the loadings were high (>.490). Seven 

of the 10 items (70%) that loaded on Factor 6 were Number Sense items, including the 

five highest loading items. Two of the Number Sense items on Factor 6 also loaded on 

another factor, leaving five pure variables. All (100%) of the loadings on Factor 7 were 
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Table 4.6 

Highest Factor Loadings for Test Level 5 Showing Item Number. Item Category TStrand) 

Type, and rnmTniinalitv 

Factor 1 f6.5%'> Factor 2 (7.6%) Factor 3 (3.0%) Factor 4 (2.3%) 

Load Item Type Com Load Item Tvne Com Load Item Tvoe Com Load Item Type Com 

-0.558 60 S .45 -0.734 52 S .47 0.873 11 N .75 0.502 29 A .43 

-0.548 44 M 39 -0.723 50 s .57 0.694 8 N .58 0.459 27 A 31 

-0.468 42 M 35 -0.620 51 s .44 0.491 (10) N .42 0.408 (18) D .65 

-0.463 48 M 21 -0.608 53 s .43 

-0.436 12 N .32 -0.569 49 M 39 

-0.427 26 A .25 -0.563 59 S .56 

-0.412 46 M .48 -0.494 62 S .50 

-0.406 20 D .34 -0.485 54 S 38 

-0.399 (43) M .46 -0.436 (55) S .51 

-0.396 (55) S .51 -0.434 61 S 39 

-0.383 23 D 36 -0.404 (18) D .47 

-0J52 65 S .17 -0382 56 S .41 

-0.343 24 D 30 -0354 64 S .41 

-0.326 (15) N .40 -0340 58 S 34 

-0.323 31 A .28 -0337 57 s 33 

Factor 5 f5.I%) Factor 6 f5.4%) Factor 7 (52%) Factor 8 (2.3%) 

Load Item Tvoe Com Load Item Type Com Load Item Tvpe Com Load Item Tvoe Coir 

0.642 39 G .51 0.621 14 N .43 -0.609 3 N .48 -0.728 66 S .47 

0.583 38 G .43 0.510 17 N 38 -0.608 4 N .50 -0326 22 D .47 

0.517 35 G 31 0.472 13 N .46 -0.490 2 N 35 

0.467 41 G 28 0.432 30 A 26 -0.487 5 N 38 

0.451 34 G 37 0.411 22 D 29 -0.461 1 N .44 

0.433 36 G .28 0379 (15) N .40 

0.403 (43) M .46 0379 28 A .42 

0J79 47 M .23 0369 9 N 33 
0364 (10) N .42 



Number Sense items. Among the three factors, 82% (14 of 17) of the total number of 

Number Sense items on Test Level 5 were represented. 

The communalities for Factors 6 and 7 were moderate to high (.26 to .50). The 

communalities for Factor 3 were very high (.49, .58, and .75). Correlations among the 

Niraiber Sense items were moderate to high for Factor 3 (. 11, .46, and .51), Factor 6 (. 18 

to .46), and Factor 7 (.19 to .49). Correlations of Number Sense item pairs between 

Factor 3 and Factor 7 and between Factor 3 and Factor 6 were low to very low. 

Correlations between Number Sense items between Factor 6 and Factor 7 were mostly 

moderate (.20 to .32). These findings indicated that there was not a high relationship 

among Number Sense items between the three factors and that the Number Sense items 

may have loaded based on some particular content characteristic of the Number Sense 

strand. 

An examination of the Number Sense test items revealed that the items on Factor 

3 dealt with least to greatest for firactions and decimals. Most of the items on Factor 6 

also dealt with firactions and decimals. Test items 1 through 5 that loaded on Factor 7 

dealt with expanded notation, place value, and least to greatest with whole numbers. 

These test item findings indicated that Factors 3 and 6 were more closely related 

than were either of those factors with Factor 7. To help with the dilemma of how to treat 

Factors 3,6 and 7,1 ran PCA with promax rotation with four, five, and six &ctor 

solutions. The purpose was to see if the Number Sense items tended to group differently. 

Consistently, the three Number Sense items on Factor 3 groiq)ed together, and the five 

Nimiber Sense items on Factor 7 combined with most of the Number Sense items on 
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Factor 6. Although it could be argued that the consistent grouping of the three Number 

Sense items on Factor 3 made for a strong factor, I eliminated Factor 3 because an 

intopretation of Number Sense in terms of the curriculimi strand was very weak. 

The finding that the Number Sense items from Factors 6 and 7 tended to group 

together on the same factor when using fewer factors in a solution made a strong case for 

treating Factors 6 and 7 as one factor. Thus, I interpreted the combined Factors 6 and 7 

as Number Sense. 

Factors 4 and 8. Factors 4 and 8 were not clearly interpretable either as General 

Mathematics or as one of the six strands. 

Factor 5. Six of the 8 (75%) loadings on Factor 5 were Geometry items and were 

also the highest loading items (>.430). All six of the Geometry items were pure variables 

and represented 75% (6 of 8) of the total number of Geometry items on Test Level 5. 

Communalities for the set of Geometry items were high (.31 to .50, with 

one cnmmiinality at. 18), indicating homogeneity of items. Most of the correlations 

among the items were moderate to high (.17 to .43), indicating a fairly strong relationship 

among the items. I interpreted Factor 5 as Geometry. 
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Test Level 6: Findings and Discussion 

Eight factors were extracted and accounted for 36% of the total variance. Table 

4.7 presents the loadings, item categories (strands), and communalities for Test Level 6. 

Factor L Five different item types were represented in the 19 items that loaded 

on Factor 1. Four of the items also loaded on another factor, leaving 14 pure variables. 

Geometry was not represented on Factor 1. Communalities for the set of 19 items ranged 

from .26 to .52 (with one value at .17 and one value at 20), indicating homogeneity of 

items. Most of the correlations among the items were moderate (.20 to .30). Correlations 

between items of different strands were typically as high as the correlations among items 

of similar strands. In some cases, correlations among items of similar strands were lower 

than correlations between items of different strands. For example, correlations among 

measurement items were very low. I interpreted Factor 1 as General Mathematics. 

Factors 2.6 and 7. The three items that loaded on Factor 2 and the two items that 

loaded on Factor 7 were Geometry items. The magnitudes of the loadings on Factors 1 

and 2 were high (.500 to .837). Three of the 5 items (60%) that loaded on Factor 6 

were Geometry items. All of the Geometry items on the three factors were pure 

variables. The total number of Geometry items that loaded on all three factors 

represented 70% (7 of 10) of the total number of Geometry items on Test Level 6. 

Communalities were high for the set of Geometry items on each factor, indicating 

homogeneity of items. The correlations among the three Geometry items on Factor 2 

were high (.32 to .66). The correlation between the two Geometry items on Factor 7 was 

high (.75). The correlations among the three Geometry items on Factor 6 were low to 
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Table 4.7 

Highest Factor Loadings for Test Level 6 Showing Item Nnmher. Item Category fStrand') 

Type, and rnmrniinalitv 

Factor 1 (6.1%) Factor 2 (23%) 

Load Item Type Com Load Item Tvoe Com 

Factor! (4.2%) 

Load Item Type Com 

Factor 4 (2.4%) 

Load Item Type Com 

0.640 51 S .44 

0.594 56 S .45 

0.587 57 s 31 

0.573 55 s 34 

0.543 52 s 34 

0.507 61 s 35 

0.455 49 M .48 

0.455 62 S .42 

0.444 58 S 29 

0331 17 D 2% 

0320 (63) S 20 

0.785 18 D .65 

0.719 19 D .55 

0.678 12 D .55 

-0.690 42 

-0.666 II 

-0.649 8 

-0.632 41 

-0.566 14 

-0.481 48 

-0.461 59 

-0.409 (63) 

-0.405 46 

-0.405 53 

-0.385 21 

-0.385 (50) 

-0J82 (44) 

-0.380 7 

-0.362 9 

-0362 29 

-0.351 (10) 

-0.345 65 

-0.325 6 

M .52 -0.837 35 

N .47 -0.823 36 

N .47 -0300 37 

M .42 

D 32 

M 38 

S .28 

S .40 

M 26 

S .20 

D 34 

M .40 

M 37 

N .28 

N 30 

A 21 

N 31 

S .17 

N 38 

G .75 

G .66 

G 37 

Factor 5 f2.2%'> Factor 6 (2.0%) Factor? (1.9%) Factor 8 (2.7%) 

Load Item Type Com Load Type Type Com Load Item Tvoe Com Load Item Type Com 

0.578 2 N .41 0.671 39 G .56 •Q.ni 32 G .70 0.599 26 A 38 

0.500 (50) M .40 0.576 40 G .45 -0.769 33 G .72 0.562 25 A .43 

0.478 66 S .25 0349 38 G .17 0.54 28 A .53 

0378 45 M 23 -0334 (10) N 31 0.475 (44) M 37 

0351 54 S .54 -0336 1 N 33 0.439 27 A 39 

0355 24 A .17 

0351 23 A 30 
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high (.10, .18, and .56). Correlations between items among factors were low to moderate 

(.08 to .27). These findings indicated a strong relationship among items within factors, 

but a weak relationship between items among the factors. 

To help interpret Factors 2,6, and 7, the test items were examined. The items on 

Factor 2 dealt with areas of geometric shapes. The two items on Factor 7 dealt with line 

segments in a circle. Two of the items on Factor 6 dealt with principles of motion 

geometry, and the third item dealt with identifying a prism. These findings indicated that 

each of the Actors were weak in terms of representing Geometry. Although it has been 

recommended (e.g., Stevens, 1996) that factors with less than three loadings should be 

interpreted as variables rather than as factors, I decided to treat Factor 7 as loadings that 

might combine with another Geometry factor. 

To resolve the issue of how to treat the three factors that appeared to be 

Geometry, I ran additional solutions using &om two to seven factors. Using from four to 

seven factors produced results similar to the eight-factor solution. For the two- and three-

factor solutions, the Geometry items from Factor 7 loaded on the same factor as the 

Geometry items from Factor 2. The Geometry items on Factor 6 loaded together on a 

different factor. These findings indicated that there were two Geometry factors. Factor 6 

by itself, and a combination of Factor 2 with Factor 7. I concluded that there was clear 

evidence of a dimension (construct) called Geometry that was being measured in Test 

Level 6. 

Factor 3. Nine of the 11 items (82%) that loaded on Factor 3 were 

Structure /Logic items. Only one of the Structure/Logic items also loaded on another 
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factor. The Structure/Logic items represented 69% (11 of 16) of the total number of 

Structure/Logic items on Test Level S. Communalities for the set of Structure/Logic 

items were high (.29 to .45, with one item at .20), indicating homogenei^ of items. 

Correlations among the Structure/Logic items were moderate to high (.17 to .45), 

indicating a strong relationship among the items. I interpreted Factor 3 as Structure/ 

Logic. 

Factor 4. All three loadings on Factor 4 were high (>.67) and were Data Analysis 

items. Communalities were high (.55 to .65), and correlations among the items were high 

(.30 to .55). However, because the three items represented only 39% (3 of 10) of the 

total number of Data Analysis items on Test Level 6, and because the tests items dealt 

only with "median" and "mode", I felt that Data Analysis was not well enough 

represented on Factor 4 to support an interpretation of the factor as Data Analysis. 

Factor 5. Factor 5 was not clearly interpretable either as General Mathematics or 

as one of the six strands. 

Factor 8. Six of the 7 items (86%) that loaded on Factor 8 were Algebra items. 

All six of the items were pure and represented 78% (6 of 9) of the total niraiber of items 

on Test Level 8. Communalities for the set of Algebra items were high (.30 to .53, with 

one item at .17), indicating the items were highly related. Although most of the 

correlations among the Algebra items were moderate to high (.21 to .32), there was one 

correlation at .50 and five below .20. These findings indicated a moderately strong 

relationship among the items. I interpreted Factor 8 as Algebra. 
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Test Level 7: Findings and Discussion 

Eight factors were extracted and accounted for 39% of the total variance. Table 

4.8 presents the loadings, item categories (strands), and communalities for Test Level 7. 

Factor 1. Six of the 8 loadings on Factor 7 were Number Sense items. These six 

Number Sense items represented 55% (6 of 11) of the total number of Nimiber Sense 

items on Test Level 7. One of the Number Sense items also loaded on another factor, 

leaving five pure variables. 

The communalities for the set of Number Sense items were moderate to high (.31 

to .59), with one low value (.13) and one very high value (.72), indicating homogeneity of 

items. Correlations among the Number Sense items were moderate to high (.21 to .77), 

indicating a strong relationship among the items. I interpreted Factor 1 as Number Sense. 

Factor 2. Eleven of the 14 loadings on Factor 2 were Structure/Logic items. The 

11 Structure/Logic items represented 69% (11 of 16) of the total number of 

Structure/Logic items on Test Level 7. Two of the Structure/Logic items also loaded on 

another factor, leaving nine items as pure variables. Communalities for the set of 

Structure/Logic items were high (.41 to .59), indicating homogeneity of items. 

Correlations among the Structure/Logic items were also high (.21 to .57), indicating a 

strong relationship among the items. I interpreted Factor 2 as Structure/Logic. 

Factors. All eight of the loadings on factor 3 were Geometry items. These eight 

Geometry items represented 80% (8 of 10) of the total number of Geometry items on Test 

Level 7. Communalities for the set of Geometry items were high (.33 to .50, with one 

item at .22), indicating homogenei^ of items. Correlations among the items were 



Table 4.8 

Highest Factor LoaHinfyg for Test Level 7 Showing Item Number. Item Category fStrancD 

Type, and rnmmunalitv 

Factor 1 (4.7%') Factor 2 (5.8%") Factor 3 (3.0%) Factor 4 (2.3%) 

Load Item Type Com Load Item Type Com Load Item Type Com Load Item Tvoe Com 

-0.887 7 N .72 -0.834 56 S .57 -0.665 36 G .42 -0.521 18 D .29 

-0.798 8 N .59 -0.720 57 S .52 -0.542 33 G .43 -0.491 30 A 37 

-0.479 14 D .45 -0.689 55 S .41 -0.528 37 G .45 -0.467 44 M 36 

-0.474 (4) N 35 -0.620 23 A .42 -0.518 32 G 37 -0393 15 D 22 

-0.429 3 N 31 -0.556 52 S .59 -0.497 34 G .50 -0383 12 D 36 

-0.348 28 A 37 -0.487 53 s .45 -0.424 38 G 36 -0372 31 A 22 

-0.348 6 N 35 -0.466 50 F .28 -0382 41 G .22 

-0.338 9 N .13 -0.455 

-0.413 

58 

2 

S 

N 

.29 

27 

-0354 35 G 33 

-0.387 (54) S .54 

-0.381 61 S 35 

-0.36 (60) s .44 

-0J45 59 s .42 

-0341 64 s .48 

Factor 5 (2.8%) Factor 6 (3.1%) Factor 7 (2.2%) Factor 8 (L8%) 

Load Item Type Com Load Item Type Com Load Item Type Com Load Item Type Com 

-0.608 27 A .41 -0.539 46 M 37 -0.658 51 S .49 0.686 5 N .09 

-0.570 39 G .42 -0.535 45 M 34 -0.417 16 D .21 0.583 63 S .20 

-0.538 40 G .42 -0.530 42 M .49 -0357 (54) S .50 0373 (4) N 35 

-0.469 13 D .28 -0.499 47 M 30 0366 (62) S .44 0327 (62) S .44 

-0.394 24 A JO -0.482 43 M 

-0.374 29 A .42 -0.441 

-0325 

17 

21 

D 

A 

27 

37 

-0320 (60) S .44 
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moderate to high (.14 to .44), which indicated a moderate to strong relationship among 

the items. I interpreted Factor 3 as Geometry. 

Factors 4 and 5. Factors 4 and 5 were not clearly interpretable either as General 

Mathematics or as one of the six strands. 

Factor 6. Five of the 8 items (63%) that loaded on Factor 6 were Measurement 

items. All five of the items were pure variables. The five items represented 56% (5 of 9) 

of the total number of Measurement items on Test Level 7. Communaiities for the set of 

Measurement items were high (.28 to .94), indicating homogeneity of items. Correlations 

among the Measurement items were mostly moderate (.24 to .29, with three correlations 

lower than. 18), which indicated a moderately strong relationship among the items. I 

interpreted Factor 6 as Measurement 

Factors 7 and 8. Factors 7 and 8 were not clearly interpretable either as General 

Mathematics or as one of the six strands. 

Test Level 8: Findings and Discussion 

Eight factors were extracted and accounted for 40% of the total variance. Table 

4.9 presents the loadings, item categories (strands), and communaiities for Test Level 8. 

Factor 1. Five different strands were represented in the 14 items that loaded on 

Factor 1. Three of the items also loaded on another &ctor, leaving 11 items as pure 

variables. Communaiities for the 14 items ranged fiom moderate to high (. 17 to .59), 

indicating homogeneity of items. Most of the correlations among items of a similar 

strand were moderate to high, and most of the correlations between pairs of items 
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Table 4.9 

Highest Factor Loadinps for Test Level 8 Showing Item Number. Item Category (Strand') 

Type, and rnmmunality 

Factor 1 (4.8%") Factor 2 (4.1%) Factor 3 (3.0%") Factor 4 (4.9%) 

Load Item Type Com Load Item Type Com Load Item Type Com Load Item Type Com 

-0.733 18 D .48 -0.694 58 S .59 0.612 43 G .43 0.720 6 N .51 

-0.704 19 D .53 -0.659 57 S .56 0.456 42 G .52 0.692 31 A .52 

-0.610 20 D .59 -0.637 59 S .48 0.442 44 G 26 0.682 32 A .47 

-0.519 (51) M .44 -0.500 54 S 30 0.411 40 G 22 0.627 26 A 37 

-0.431 13 D .17 -0.489 (53) S .40 0.41 41 G 33 0.481 27 A 37 

-0.412 24 A .17 -0.481 56 S .53 0365 45 M 29 0.433 25 A .29 

-0.405 (52) M .51 -0.465 (52) M .51 0346 60 S 32 0391 33 A .47 

-0.375 50 M .26 -0385 55 S 34 0384 30 A .45 

-0374 (53) S .40 0368 23 A .56 

-0345 11 D 31 0349 28 A .43 

-0339 12 D 36 0342 36 G .42 

-0331 47 M 30 0329 15 D 39 

-0.324 5 N .18 

-0.324 62 S .33 

Factor 5 (2.8%) Factor 6 (2.5%) Factor 7 (1.8%) Factor 8 (2.1%) 

Load Item Type Com Load Item Tvoe Com Load Item Type Com Load Item Type Com 

-0.579 38 G 32 -0.6S0 66 S .59 0.595 14 D .48 0.715 17 D .60 

-0.545 22 D 38 -0.618 65 S .50 0333 (49) M .59 -0.647 4 N .45 

-0.513 9 N .56 -0.444 64 S .51 -0367 61 S 33 -0362 35 A 34 

-0.456 29 A 36 -0.439 (49) M .59 -0391 7 N 33 

-0.450 21 D .21 -0.331 (51) M .44 

-0344 8 N .28 0.328 15 D 39 

0340 3 N 32 
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of difTerent strands were low to moderate. Fewer than 10% of the correlations were less 

than .10. These findings indicated that there was a moderately strong relationship among 

the items. I interpreted Factor 1 as General Mathematics. 

Factor 2. Seven of the 8 items (88%) that loaded on Factor 2 were 

Structure/Logic items. The seven Structure/Logic items represented 50% (7 of 14) of the 

total number of Structure/Logic items on Test Level 8. Communalities for the set of 

Structure/Logic items were high (.34 to .59), indicating homogeneity of items. Most of 

the correlations among the Structure/Logic items were high (.29 to .59), indicating a 

strong relationship among the items. 1 interpreted Factor 2 as Structure/Logic. 

Factor 3. Five of the 7 (71%) loadings on Factor 3 were Geometry items. These 

five Geometry items represented 78% (7 of 9) of the total nmnber of Geometry items on 

Test Level 8. None of the items loaded on another factor. Communalities for the set of 

Geometry items were high (.22 to .52), indicating homogeneity of items. Correlations 

among the Geometry items ranged firom moderate to high (.17 to .40, with one correlation 

below .10), which indicated a moderately strong relationship among the items. I 

interpreted Factor 3 as Geometry. 

Factor 4. Nine of the 12 (75%) loadings on Factor 4 were Algebra items. The 12 

items represented 69% (9 of 13) of the total number of Algebra items on Test Level 8. 

All of the Algebra items were pure variables. The communalities for the set of Algebra 

items were high (.29 to .56), indicating homogeneity of items. Most of the correlations 

among the Algebra items were in the high range (J26 to .57), indicating a strong 

relationship among the items. I interpreted Factor 4 as Algebra. 
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Factor 5. Factor 5 was not clearly interpretable either as General Mathematics or 

as one of the six item types. 

Factor 6. The three highest loadings (50%) of the six loadings on Factor 6 were 

Structure/Logic items. All three items were pure variables. There were a total of 14 

Structure/Logic items on Test Level 8. Seven loaded on Factor 2, as previously 

discussed. An examination of the test items revealed that ail seven of the Structure/Logic 

items that loaded on Factor 2 were simple calculation type items (some were formula 

related), whereas the three Structure/Logic items that loaded on Factor 6 were word 

problems. This indicated that it would be appropriate to have two Structure/Logic 

factors, one called S/L-Calculations, and one called S/L-Word Problems. 

Commimality and correlation values supported the interpretation of Factor 6 as a 

second Structure/Logic construct. The communalities for the Factor 6 Structure/Logic 

items were high (.50 to .59), indicating homogeneity of items. Additionally, the 

correlations among the Structure/Logic items were high (.40 to .44), indicating a strong 

relationship among the items. I interpreted Factor 6 as S/L- Word Problems and renamed 

Factor 2 as S/L-Calculations. 

Factors 7 and 8. Factors 7 and 8 were not clearly interpretable either as General 

Mathematics or as one of the six strands. 
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Factors That Represented Test nimensions on Each Test Level 

Table 4.10 presents a summary of the factors that represented test dimensions 

(constructs) on each test level. Both Geometry and Structure/Logic emerged as 

dimensions on each of the six test levels. General Math emerged as a dimension on four 

of the test levels, and Algebra emerged as a dimension on only two test levels. 

Measurement emerged as a dimension on only one level, and Data Analysis was not 

represented. Where two factors were considered together as one dimension, the factors 

were identified as la and lb. Where two factors were considered together as one 

dimension and there was a third factor of the same name, the factors were referenced as 1 

and 2 (see Level 6, the Geometry items, for this occurrence). 

Table 4.10 

Strands That Emerged as Dimensions 

Level Factor I Factor 2 Factors Factor 4 Factors Factor 6 Factor? Factors 

3 General 
Madi 

Geom. Structure/ 
Logic 

Number 
Sense 

4 StmctuTE/ 
Logic 

Geom. Number 
Sense 

5 General 
Math 

Structure/ 
Logic 

Geom. Number 
Sense la 

Number 
Sense lb 

6 General 
Math 

Geom. 
la 

Structure/ 
Logic 

Geom. 2 Geom. 
lb 

Algebra 

7 Number 
Sense 

Stmcture/ 
Logic 

Geom. Measure
ment 

8 General 
Math 

Structure/ 
Logic la 

Geom. Algebra Structure/ 
Logic lb 
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Confiimatory Evidence 

The finding that as many as five strands emerged as factors at particular test levels 

provided evidence that the mathematics test was multidimensional. To gather 

confirmatory evidence for the finding of multidimensionality, strand means were 

compared, and strand intercorrelations were computed. 

A plot of scaled mean difSculty values for each strand at each test level was 

constructed to investigate differences in strand difBculty. Additionally, a plot of obtained 

percentage correct means for each strand at each test level was constructed. Percentage 

correct means were used for strand comparisons within levels. Separate strand score 

scales across levels were not developed because there was only one linking item for each 

strand per level, and one linking item was considered insu£5cient to develop a separate 

strand scale. 

A two-way ANOVA with strands as a repeated measure was conducted to look 

for significant main effects and interaction. To investigate strand mean differences 

within test levels, a one-way ANOVA with strands as a repeated measure was conducted 

at each test level. Of particular interest in these investigations was whether strands that 

emerged as dimensions at each test level were significantly different firom other strands 

that emerged as dimensions. The dimensions of interest were those that were identified 

with the six curriculum strands as presented in Table 4.10. 

To provide additional evidence in terms of dimensionality, strand 

intercorrelations were computed. The correlations between strand pairs were corrected 

for attenuation using Cronbach's alpha reliability coefBcients. 



Comparison of Strand Difficiilty 

Because the mathematics test was constructed with six definite mathematics 

strands, the mean difBculty of each strand across all test levels was investigated to help 

clarify the structure of the test. Table 4.11 presents the number of items per strand, the 

scaled mean, and standard deviation for each strand across all test levels. The range of 

the mean values was very small (13 points), indicating there was litde difference in 

di£5culty among the strands across levels. The standard deviations were also similar, 

indicating similar distributions for each strand. There was no indication that difGculty 

was related to the number of items in a particular strand. 

Table 4.11 

Mean and Standard Deviation for Each Strand Across All Levels 

Strand 
Number 
of items Mean S. D. 

Number Sense 71 478.94 34.32 

Data Analysis 51 488.43 34.20 

Algebra 57 488.68 36.62 

Geometry 53 490.81 35.95 

Measurement 53 491.06 28.21 

Structure/Logic 89 488.20 28.66 
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Table 4.12 presents the hem scaled score means, standard deviations, and number 

of items (n) for each strand within each test level. The number in parentheses following 

the mean is the standard deviation for that strand. The means were plotted against test 

levels, and the results are shown in Figure 4.2. It was clear from the plot lines in Figure 

4.2 that strand difBculty generally increased from level to level. There also was evidence 

of interaction between strands and levels as well as differentiation among strands within 

levels. 

Table 4.12 

Item Scaled Score Means fSD in Parentheses) for Each Strand at Each Test Level 

Measure-
Geometrv ment 

Level 3 

Level 4 

Level 5 

Level 6 

Level 7 

Level 8 

Number 
Sense 

443(22) 
n= 11 

444(21) 
n= 11 

470 (17) 
n= 17 

498 (20) 
n = l l  

505 (17) 
n= 11 

532 (16) 
n= 10 

Data 
Analysis 

437(17) 
n = 5 

452 (17) 
n = 8 

482(18) 
n = 7 

489 (16) 
n=10 

510(23) 
n = 9 

521 (24) 
n=12 

Algebra 

429(15) 
n = 8 

453 (22) 
n = 7 

484 (16) 
n = 9 

502 (19) 
n = 9 

509 (20) 
n = l l  

522(18) 
n=13 

431 (21) 
n = 7 

467(15) 
n = 9 

478 (10) 
n = 8 

503 (17) 
n=10 

515(19) 
n= 10 

532 (15) 
n = 9 

460 (22) 
n = 9 

480 (20) 
n= 10 

480 (19) 
n = 8 

497(18) 
n= 10 

511 (19) 
n = 8 

523 (22) 
n = 8 

Structure/ 
Logic 

445 (13) 
n= 10 

465 (14) 
n= 15 

478 (23) 
n= 17 

507(18) 
n= 16 

502(11) 
n= 17 

517(16) 
n= 14 
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540 

530 

520 

510 

500 

490 

1 W 480 

1 « 470 

460 

450 

440 

430 

420 
Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 Level 8 

Test Levels 

Fiexire 4.2. Strand scale score means for each test level. 
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Because a separate score scale for each strand was not developed (due to a lack of 

enough linking items between levels), obtained percentage correct scores were used to 

further investigate strand means across test levels. Table 4.13 presents the obtained 

percent^e correct means for each strand within each test level. Overall, the means were 

lower for the higher test levels versus the lower test levels. Figure 4.3 shows a plot of the 

strand means for each test level. As can be seen in Figure 4.3, there was interaction 

between strands and test levels and differentiation among strands at each test level. 

Table 4.13 

Strand Means (Percentage Correcf) and Standard Deviations for Each Test Level 

Number Data Measure- Structure/ 
Sense Analysis Algebra Geometry ment Logic 

Level 3 .70 (.20) .77 (.24) .80 (.20) .80 (.22) .59 (.22) .71 (.23) 

Level 4 .79 (.18) .75 (.21) .76 (.21) .65 (.23) .56 (.21) .67 (.21) 

Level 5 .73 (.18) .63 (.22) .64 (20) .69 (.23) .67 (.21) .66 (.20) 

Level 6 .64 (.22) .71 (.19) .61 (.21) .59 (.22) .64 (.20) .55 (.21) 

Level 7 .70 (.19) .65 (.19) .66 (.18) .62 (.22) .64 (.22) .71 (.21) 

Level 8 .69 (.18) .64 (.18) .70 (.21) .62 (.22) .68 (.22) .70 (.22) 
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Test Levels 

Figure 4.3. Mean (percentage correct) for each strand at each test level. 
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To further investigate the significance of the interaction indicated in Figure 4.3, a 

two-way ANOVA with one repeated measure was conducted. Test Level was the A 

factor, and Strands was the B factor, which was a repeated measure across all levels. The 

summary of the results are presented in Table 4.14. 

The significant main effect for Test Level indicated that there were differences 

among the six test levels. That is, percentage correct scores were differentially affected 

by Test Level when the scores were averaged across the six strands. The significant main 

effect for Strands indicated that there were differences among the six strands. That is, the 

percentage correct scores for strands when averaged across the six test levels did not 

remain constant for each of the six strands. The interaction between Test Levels and 

Strands was also statistically significant, indicating that the percentage correct scores 

across the strands were not similar at each of the test levels. 

Table 4.14 

Summary Table for Two-Wav ANOVA with Strands as a Repeated Measure 

Source df SS MS F 

Between-subjects 15041 2199.07 

Test Levels (A) 5 96.17 19.23 137.53* 

Error-between 15036 2102.90 0.14 

Within-subjects 75210 2071.69 

Strands (B) 5 60.51 12.10 499.80* 

Levels x Strands 25 190.85 7.63 315.28* 

Error-within 75180 1820.34 0.02 

Total 90251 4270.76 

• p=<.001 
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Differences Among Strands Within T^els 

To compare percentage correct means for strands within levels, a one-way 

repeated measures ANOVA was performed at each test level. Percentage correct was the 

dependent variable. The six strands were treated as the repeated measure. It was 

hypothesized that there were differences among strands at particular levels. The null 

hypothesis was that there were no differences among the strand means. 

Table 4.15 shows the summary results from the repeated measures ANOVA 

procedures for each test level. Table 4.15 shows the mean squares for only the between 

groups (strands), and the error term, as those values are used to compute the F value. 

Significant differences (p<.0001) among strands were found at all test levels. 

Because an F can be made greater by increasing sample size, an Eta-squared 

(variance accounted for) was computed to estimate effect size. The Eta-squared values 

are shown in Table 4.16. The Eta-squared values indicated that overall variance 

accounted for at each test level ranged from .48 to .49. This may be considered a 

moderate to high effect size, and it may be inferred that there was a similar amount of 

association among strands at each test level. 
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Table 4.15 

SiimmaTY of the One-Wav Repeated Measures ANQVAs for Overall Strand Differences 

at Each Test Level 

MS df MS df F Eta^ 
between between error error 

Level 3 7.49 5 .03 6170 291.33* .59 

Level 4 9.21 5 .02 6170 387.05* .58 

Level 5 13.59 5 .03 6170 408.64* .44 

Level 6 2.41 5 .02 6170 103.17* .57 

Level? 1.83 5 .03 6170 74.02* .52 

Levels 1.54 5 .02 6170 63.13* .48 

Note: the F values shown are before rounding the MSs to two decimal places. 
• p = <0001 

Because overall statistical significance was found at each test leveL a Scheffe 

comparison procedure was perfonned at each test level to discover where strand 

differences lay. Table 4.17 shows the results for each pairwise comparison. A 

significant difference between strands in a particular pairwise comparison would lend 

support to the interpretation of the strands as dimensions. Nonsignificance would mean 

that the strands in the pair were not different fiom each other and would indicate that the 

interpretation of the strands as dimensions was not well supported. 
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Table 4.16 

Summary of SchefK PaiTwise Comparisons for the Six Strands at Test Levels 3 through 8 

LEVELS 
Number 
Sense 

Data 
Analysis Algebra Geometry 

Measure- Structure/ 
ment Logic 

Number Sense 

Data Analysis 23.44* 

Algebra 40.76* 238* 

Geometry 4239* 2.79* .02 

Measurement 56.45* 152.64* 193.15* 196.69* 

Structure/Logic .00 23.56* 40.92* 42.56* 56.26* 

LEVEL 4 

Number Sense 

Data Analysis 6.57* 

Algebra 7.11* .01 

Geometry 97.77* 53.66* 52.15* 

Measurement 277.75* 198.89* 195.98* 45.94* 

Structure/Logic 83.15* 42.98* 41.63* .59 56.96* 

LEVELS 

Number Sense 

Data Analysis 191.74* 

Algebra 178.10* .25 

Geometry 290.39* 10.20* 13.65* 

Measurement 249.40* 3.78* 5.99* 1.56 

Structure/Logic 59.59* 37.55* 31.65* 86.89* 65.17* 

•p = <.05 

(table continues) 
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LEVEL 6 
Number 
Sense 

Data 
Analysis Algebra Geometrv 

Measure- Structure/ 
ment Loeic 

Number Sense 

Data Analysis 22.92* 

Algebra 36 29.04* 

Geometry 7.69* 57.15* 4.17* 

Measurement .01 23.80* 26 7.19* 

Structure/Logic 22.57» 90.97* 1722* 3.91* 21.71* 

LEVEL? 

Number Sense 

Data Analysis 14.91* 

Algebra 5.14* 2.55* 

Geometry 48.59* 9.67* 22.13* 

Measurement 16.72* .05 332* 8J1* 

Structure/Logic .02 16.10* 5.85* 50.72* 17.98* 

LEVELS 

Number Sense 

Data Analysis 8.03* 

Algebra .92 14J9* 

Geometry 19.12* 2J6* 28.42* 

Measurement .11 9.99* .40 22,07* 

Structure/Logic 5.51* 26.86* 1.93 45.17* 4.09* 

• p = <.05 
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Table 4.17 

Strand Pairs That Were Not Significantly Different 

Test Level 3 

Test Level 4 

Test Level 5 

Test Level 6 

Test Level 7 

Test Level 8 

[Number Sense & [Geometry]& 
Structure/Logic] Algebra 

Data Analysis & [Geometry & 
Algebra Structure/Logic] 

Data Analysis & [Geometry] & 
Algebra Measurement 

Number Sense & Number Sense & [Algebra] & 
[Algebra] Measurement Measurement 

[Number Sense & Data Analysis & 
Structure/Logic] [Measurement] 

Number Sense & Number Sense & [Algebra] & 
[Algebra] Measurement Measurement 

[Algebra & 
Structure/Logic] 

*p=<.05 

Significant differences were found between most pairs at each test level. Of 

particular interest were non-significant pairs containing a strand that emerged as a 

dimension. The non-significant strand pairs are presented in Table 4.17. Brackets were 

used in Table 4.17 to identify the strands that emerged as dimensions from the factor 

analysis. For example. Number Sense and Structure/Logic, which emerged as 

dimensions at Test Level 3, were not found to be significantly different from each other, 

indicating a lack of support for the strands as separate dimensions. Geometry, which 

emerged as a dimension on Test Level 3, was not significantly different from Algebra 

(which did not emerge as a dimension on Test Level 3), indicating lack of support for 

Geometry as a separate dimension. 

The pairs shown in Table 4.18 are also the pairs for which a high correlation 

between strands would be expected. Strand intercorrelations are presented in Table 4.19. 
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Table 4.18 

Strand Intercorrelations bv Test Level (Corrected for Attenuation in Parentheses) 

Number 
Sense 

Data 
Analysis Algebra Geometry 

Measure-
Ment 

Structure/ 
Logic 

Level 3 

Number Sense 

a = .61 P
 II a = .53 P
 II 1/1
 

00
 

P II o
 

a = .66 

E>ata Analysis .48 (.87) 

Algebra .44 (.77) .42 (.82) 

Geometry .43 (.73) .40 (.75) .46 (.84) 

Measurement .47 (.85) .44 (.89) .39 (.76) 39 (.72) 

Structore/Logfc .49 (.77) .43 (.75) .43 (.73) .43 (.69) .49 (.86) 

Level 4 P
 11 00
 

a = .52 P II a = .55 a = .5I a = .69 

Number Sense 

Data Analysis .49 (.89) 

Algebra .43 (.81) .44 (.88) 

Geometry J7(.65) J5 (.65) 33 (.64) 

Measurement .41 (.75) 39 (.75) J8 (.76) .42 (.79) 

Structure/Logic .44 (.70) .46 (.77) .44 (.76) 38 (.61) .40 (.68) 

Level 5 P
 II 00
 II a

 a = .43 a = .52 a= .46 a = .71 

Number Sense 

Data Analysis .48 (.91) 

Algebra .50 (.93) .41 (.95) 

Geometry .45 (.75) 37 (.79) 36 (.77) 

Measurement .46 (.82) J8(.86) 38 (.86) 39 (.80) 

Structure/Logic .52 (.74) .40 (.73) .45 (.82) 38 (.62) .43 (.75) 

(table continues) 
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Number 
Sense 

Data 
Analysis Algebra Geometry 

Measure-
Ment 

Structure/ 
Logic 

Level 6 
Number Sense 

a = .64 a = .46 ll" a = .60 a = .50 a = .68 

Data Analysis .44 (.81) 

Algebra .47 (.81) .41 (.84) 

Geometry .41 (.66) J9(.74) .41 (.73) 

Measurement .51 (.89) 39 (.81) .38 (.73) .38 (.69) 

Structure/Logic .58 (.88) .42 (.75) .49 (.82) .41 (.64) .47 (.81) 

Level 7 
Number Sense 

a = .60 a =.42 a = .50 a =.61 a =.61 a = .78 

Data Analysis .45 (.90) 

Algebra .47 (.85) .40 (.87) 

Geometry .44 (.73) .38 (.75) .44 (.80) 

Measurement .46 (.75) .43 (.84) J5 (.64) 39 (.64) 

Structure/Logic .56 (.82) .44 (.77) .55 (.89) .49 (.71) .47 (.68) 

Level 8 
Number Sense 

9 II o
 a = .57 a = .69 R II o
 

a = .47 a = .70 

Data Analysis .46 (.96) 

Algebra .53 (.99) .53 (.84) 

Geometry .37 (.82) -40 (.76) .48 (.81) 

Measurement 39 (.91) .43 (.83) .46 (.81) .36 (.73) 

Structure/Logic .42 (.79) J9(.62) .48 (.69) 37 (.63) .43 (.75) 
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Table 4.19 

Summary Table of Dimensions at Each Test Level with Supportive Confirmatory Evidence 

Supported by Supported by 
Dimensions ANOVA Results Intercorrelations 

Test Level 3 
Geometry no no 

Structure/Logic no no 
Number Sense no no 
General Math NA yes 

Test Level 4 
Geometry no yes 

Structure/Logic no no 
Nimiber Sense yes no 
General Math NA yes 

Test Level 5 
Geometry no no 

Structure/Logic yes no 
Number Sense yes no 
General Math NA yes 

Test Level 6 
Geometry yes no 

Structure/Logic yes no 
Algebra no no 

General Math NA yes 

Test Level 7 
Geometry yes no 

Structure/Logic no no 
Number Sense no no 
Measurement no no 

Test Level 8 
Geometry yes no 

Structure/Logic no no 
Algebra no no 

General Math NA yes 
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Strand Intercorrelations 

Strand intercorrelations were computed to show the relationship between strand 

pairs. These relationships helped to clarify the variance regarding strand differences 

within levels. The intercorrelations also provided additional information regarding the 

interpretation of factors as strands in terms of dimensionality. Strong strand relationships 

would give support to unidimensionality. Weak strand relationships would give support 

to the finding of more than one dimension. 

Because reliability sets the ceiling on correlations, the Cronbach alpha reliability 

coefBcients (shown at the top of the columns) were used to compute a correction for 

attenuation. The corrected coefBcients were calculated by multiplying the respective 

alpha values for a pair of strands, calculating the square root of the product, and dividing 

the original correlation coefficient by the square root value. 

As shown in Table 4.18, intercorrelations across all levels before correcting for 

attenuation were low to moderate (.33 to .58), which indicated that there was generally 

not a strong relationship between pairs of strands and thus supported multidimensionality. 

When corrected for attenuation, coefficients for strand pairs at all test levels were 

considerably larger than uncorrected coefficients, which indicated that there was a 

strong relationship between strand pairs at all test levels and thus supported 

unidimensionality. The corrected coefficients are shown in parentheses in Table 4.18. 

For example, at Test Level 3, the corrected coefficient for Number Sense with 

Data Analysis was considerably larger (.87) than the uncorrected coefficient (.48). In 

other words, when corrected for attenuation, 77% of the variance was accoimted for. The 

corrected coefficient for Number Sense with Algebra was also considerably larger (.77) 

than the uncorrected correlation (.44) and accounted for 60% of the variance. 
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Table 4.19 presents a listing of the strands that were identified as dimensions plus 

evaluation of the strands as dimensions based on the ANOVA results and the 

intercoirelation results. A strand that was not significantly different from other strands 

was considered to lack support as a imique dimension. A strand that was highly 

correlated with another strand, based on the intercorrelation results (using coefiScients 

that were corrected for attenuation), was likewise considered to lack support as a unique 

dimension. 

Without the inclusion of General Mathematics, 7 of 19 dimensions at various test 

levels were supported by the ANOVA results. General Mathematics, which emerged as a 

factor on all but Test Level 7, was not a pre-identified strand that coidd be coded for use 

in the ANOVA procedures. Geometry was supported as a dimension at Test Levels 6, 

7, and 8, compared to the finding fix)m the factor analysis that Geometry was a dimension 

at all test levels. Structure/Logic, which also was a dimension at all test levels was 

supported by the ANOVA results at only Test Levels 5 and 6. Niraiber Sense was 

supported for 2 of 4 test levels, and Measurement and Algebra were not supported at any 

test level. There was evidence to support at least one dimension other than overall 

mathematics at each test level except for Test Level 3. 

Only Geometry at Test Level 4 was considered supportable as a dimension in 

terms of intercorrelation results because it was the only strand for which most of the 

correlations were lower than .70, thus accounting for less than 50% of the variance. 

General Mathematics was credited with supportability because it represented overall 

mathematics. 
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CHAPTERS 

SXJMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 

Purpose and Design of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to determine the degree to which scores from a 

multi-level mathematics test could be used to make instructional decisions, to make 

decisions about student growth, and to make accountability decisions. These types of 

decisions are important to the student, the teacher, school administrators, district 

administrators, the district school board, and the state. 

The most important aspect of this type of data (test score) driven decision making 

is the concept of construct validity. Construct validity refers to the interpretation 

(meaning) and use of the test scores. The aspect of construct validity evidence that was 

of interest in this study was test structure. 

Test structure in terms of dimensionality (underlying constructs) was particularly 

important to the study because the test was designed with six item categories (strands), 

which matched the six strand format of the district's mathematics curriculimi. Teachers 

in the district were required to teach the curriculum in terms of the six strands, and they 

were to make decisions based on test results in terms of the six strands. The state in 

which the district was located used a six strand format in its newly developed standards 

and required districts to report student achievement in terms of the six strands. At the 

time of this writing, the state was in the process of designing a state mathematics 

assessment based on the six strands. 
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To provide test structure evidence for making decisions about the interpretation 

and use of the mathematics test scores, a principal components analysis (PCA) with 

promax rotation was performed at each test level. Of particular interest was the 

dimensionality of the test in terms of the six strands. Additional evidence of test structure 

and score meaning was provided by an analysis of strand variance across test levels and 

strand differences within each test level using plots, ANOVA, and correlation procedures. 

Summary of Findings 

Listed are the findings that addressed the structure of the mathematics test in 

terms of the six mathematics strands. 

1. PCA produced one large eigenvalue at each test level, indicating a degree of 

unidimensionality. The rest of the eigenvalues at each test level had values of 2 or less. 

The eigenvalues plus the other methods described in Chapter 3 were employed to select 

factors for a final solution. It was determined that a seven or eight factor solution, 

depending on the test level, would be reasonable to investigate the a-priori hypothesis 

that there may be as many as six Actors that could be interpreted as strands. 

2. Factor loadings tended to group by strand and not by item difSculty. 

3. Five different factors that could be interpreted as strands emerged across the 

six test levels. Only Geometry and Structure/Logic emerged as factors on all six test 

levels. Number Sense emerged as a factor on four test levels. Additionally, a factor 

emerged on five test levels that contained loadings that represented five different strands, 

and that factor was interpreted as General Mathematics. 
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5. Five factor types were identified. One type was the pure factor in which there 

was a strong representation of one particular strand in the loadings. A second type was 

the General Mathematics factor, in which at least five dififerent strands were represented. 

A third type was a combination of two or three different factors, each of which was 

interpreted as representing the same strand; the combination of the three factors was 

considered to be evidence that the strand represented a dimension (imderlying construct) 

of that test level. A fourth factor type was the split factor, in which the same strand 

emerged as two different factors, but different aspects of the strand were represented on 

one factor versus the other factor; in this case, the construct being measured was 

considered to be split  into two components (labeled 1 and 2) of the same strand. The fifth 

factor type was one in v^ch the factor was not interpretable as one of the strand names 

or as General Mathematics because of lack of representation. 

6. The mean difficulty of each strand across all test levels was very similar 

(range =13 points). Strand difficulty generally increased firom level to level. 

7. Significant differences (p = <.001) were foimd among the six test levels and 

among the six strands, indicating that percentage correct scores were differentially 

affected by test level when the scores were averaged across the six strands and that the 

percentage correct for strands across all test levels did not remain constant for each of the 

six strands. 

8. Interaction between levels and strands was statistically significant (p = <.001), 

indicating that the percentage correct scores across the strands were not similar at each of 

the test levels. 
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9. A comparison of strand means (percentage correct) using repeated measures 

ANOVA procedures showed that strands within test levels were difTerent (p = <.001). 

Schaffe comparisons revealed that there were significant differences (p = <.01) between 

75 of the total of 90 pairwise comparisons of strands within levels. 

10. Strand intercorrelations across all levels before correction for attenuation were 

low to moderate, indicating that generally there was not a strong relationship between 

pairs of strands. After correction for attenuation, however, the intercorrelations were 

high to very high, indicating that generally there was a strong relationship between the 

pairs of strands. 

11. Not ail strands that emerged as dimensions from the factor analysis were 

supported by ANOVA and intercorrelation results. 

Conclusions 

It was concluded that the mathematics test being studied was measuring more 

than one construct in terms of strands, and that the use and interpretation of strand scores 

for making instructional and accountability decisions may be meaningful, particularly at 

specific test levels. It was also concluded that total test scale scores were, to a degree, 

useful and meaningful for measuring growth, and may be the best measiu% of overall 

growth, but that the assimiption of unidimensionality was not conclusive. 
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Implications for Practice 

Reporting Growth 

Reporting growth over time is a preferred strategy for measuring student progress. 

Validity evidence to support the use of test scores for measuring growth should include 

evidence that the curriculimi being measured has been constructed by content experts and 

is developmentally ^propriate, that the test is closely aligned with the curriculum, that 

the curriculum was taught, and that students had the opportunity to leam. Evidence is also 

needed that the structure of the test is, to a high degree, unidimensional, that subtests or 

strands within levels are of similar difBculty, and that test levels increase in difBculty 

from level to level. 

This type of evidence helps support the use of an overall scale score as a valid 

measure of growth. It could then be reported that a student is making progress in overall 

mathematics. When interaction is found between strands and levels (as was the case in 

this study), it may be reasonable to interpret growth not only in terms of overall scale 

scores, but also in terms of the dimensions that were found to exist at each test level. 

Making Instructional Decisions 

When teachers use a mathematics curriculimi that is structured with six 

mathematics strands, and they receive test results that include individual strand scores, it 

is reasonable that they will want to know how to interpret the scores for making 

instructional decisions. The differences among strands within levels for the mathematics 
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test used in this study indicate that a total scale score interpretation may not be as 

meaningfiil as a construct or strand interpretation ^^en making instructional decisions. 

The findings in this study produced evidence that more than one dimension was 

being measured on the mathematics tesL The implication from this for instructional 

purposes is that it may be instructionally appropriate to treat particular strands separately. 

This does not mean that integration of strands as a learning strategy should not be 

practiced, but rather that students may benefit more by treating particular strands (such as 

Geometry and Structure/Logic) as unique dimensions of the test For example, additional 

time or a different approach for instruction of Geometry and Structure/Logic, which 

emerged as strong constructs, may be indicated. Instruction for other strands, such as 

Data Analysis and Measurement, which did not emerge as strong constructs, may be 

better when integrated with Algebra and Number Sense. However, it should also be 

considered that the variance that made particular strand differences significant may be 

more attributable to instructional methods and teacher preference regarding what strands 

are more important or more enjoyable to teach than to the difficulty or content of the 

items in the strand. 

Accountabilitv 

School district governing boards and administrative leaders are typically 

interested in using test scores as a measure of teacher competency, program effectiveness, 

and leadership ability. Accountability decisions are often based on ranking or status 

only, and not on growth. For example, a school that has consistently high scores is often 
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considered to be the "best" school in the district, the teachers the most competent, and 

leadership the most capable. 

That a school with low scores may have larger gains from pretest to posttest or 

from year to year than a school with high scores is rarely considered. That schools with 

high scores may be limiting student growth because there is no test level for the high 

achieving students is rarely considered. One reason for this lack of concem is that district 

tests often lack a well-structured multi-level construction with test levels that increase in 

difBculty from level to level. 

Results from curriculum-based assessments that match test items to curriculum 

objectives can be useful and meaningful as measures of growth and accountability as 

long as there is sufficient vedidity evidence to support the interpretation of the scores. 

In the case of the mathematics test used for this study, the findings indicate that the 

overall scale score may be the best measure to use for accountability from the perspective 

of the school board or the state. For individual schools, the findings that there are 

particular strands that emerged as strong constructs at various test levels indicates that it 

may be reasonable to hold teachers accountable for student growth in each of the six 

strands. When monitoring instruction and student growth, administrators may find it 

beneficial to make sure that students are receiving instruction in each of the six strands. 
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Implications for Research 

The findings of this study bring into question the degree to which PCA with factor 

rotations can be used to determine test dimensionality when the test being used is 

constructed with specific mathematics strands. Although the factor analysis indicated 

that high factor loadings tended to group by mathematics strands, there was little support 

firom the ANOVA results to support the factors as unique dimensions of the test. The 

meaningiulness and interpretation of the ANOVA results, in terms of the factors that 

emerged as strands, requires fiirther investigation. Included should be a study of the 

relationship of the test item content to the curriculxmi strand meaning. 

The impact of the interaction between strands and levels on scores, particularly 

strand scores, deserves attention. Of further interest would be an investigation of the 

changes in dimensionality (constructs) over time and the change in construct meaning 

across test levels and across strands. 
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